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Nuts Fan Page Charts & Acknowledgements
For convenience, these NUTS fan charts were collected by downloading each from 
public domain sites. Honorable gamers must still buy the ruleset, hint hint, from 
the publishers: www.twohourwargames.com/nufive.html. Pirating the game rule-
set impoverishes the author & publisher which discourages them from producing 
new games, supplements and improvements. It may also mean that you do not get 
word of corrections and special offers, not to mention, will suffer bad dice karma.

Please let me know if ewe sea typos. Then as I correct and upload a new version, 
you will be able to see whether what you downloaded is the latest date and time as 
the site, www.g-design.us/nuts link at lower right of each page. Also if you have a 
play aid that you think would be good to include or find that there is an updated 
version at one of the following sites, let me know by getting my email from my 
web page: www.g-design.us/nuts and forwarding that PDF to me.

About me: I started Judges Guild with Bob Bledsaw 1976 and could be blamed for 
making the brilliant mish-mash of D&D more playable by using arcane concepts like 
collecting an alphabetized list of monsters spread over a half-dozen publications and 
regularizing the info presented on what we called a Judges Shield. We also presented 
a large fantasy world, the Wilderlands and City State of the Invincible Overlord. In 
1978 I started Game Design returning to my original wargame interest, World War 
II miniatures. We played about 70 Tractics (then in samzidat publication called GRT 
standing for Gygax, Reese & Tucker) scenarios with typed orders on a custom sand 

table. Its turn sequence was as dysfunctional as the game’s tank 
combat was detailed. It could be called InfGoAllGoTankGo (side A 
moves infantry, side B all, side A vehicles then switch letters for 
the next turn). My current Game Design effort is to make systems 
easier to use and thus increase the number of active players.

Chart Index 

•	 Pages 1-8  I recompiled a condensed version of the rules. This is Rules 
As Written just organized for newbies. No variants.

•	 Pages 9-10 PaulNutsPlayer produced the two flow charts found at the 
THW forum; this helps to understand & hyper-condense the basic system.

•	 Pages 11-12 Jeff Glasgo’s house rules come from his Gentlemanly 
Wargaming blog. 

•	 Note: there is other good stuff at THW’s Yahoo Group (you need to join the 
twohourwargames group to access this Files page). Look in the Nuts file 
folder.

A note about A4 formatting on these pages: for much of the world like Uruguay, 
@8.27x11.7” (210x297mm) A4 is the standard page size. However, for US gamers 
with “Letter” sized paper (8.5x11”), when printing this PDF be sure to select Fit 
(or Shrink Oversized Page) rather than Actual Size. For Belizean gamers, where 
printing is more basic, choose Fit To Banana Leaf. 

If you want to make a poster at Staples, Fed Ex Kinkos or a blueprint shop, most 
of this PDF’s pages are “resolution independent” so when having them print an 
enlarged version, the text and graphics will not be “jagged” looking. 

If you don’t want it, don’t print this first page! Or cut off this top part of these 
acknowledgements and use the section below to help set up your games… Bill 
Owen bill@game.fan.org

P.S. If interested in other mini-games, see my main page www.g-design.us for 
aids for Command Decision (platoon-per-stand), Volley & Bayonet, Great Battles 
of World War II (company-per stand) & General Quarters 3.
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 If a vehicle is out of commission or destroyed 
roll for replacement using the Replacements 
Table. Substitute vehicles for infantrymen, but 
not to exceed the maximum platoon total for the 
nation. 

 Outfit the new vehicle as you normally would, 
rolling for crew Reps and Attributes. 

IMPROVING REP
It is possible for you and your squad mates to improve 
Rep based on performance. If you’re playing a campaign 
follow these simple rules. Remember only the leaders and 
members of your squad will use this section.  

After each successful Mission it is possible that a 
character can raise his Rep. All of the following 
requirements must be met for the Mission to be 
considered a success for that character. It is possible that a 
Mission may be a success for one character and not 
another! 

INFANTRYMAN
 Fired at the enemy and scored a hit or engaged in 

melee. 
 Did not receive a result of Out of the Fight. 
 Did not receive a result of Hunker Down. 
 Did not receive a result of Leave the Battlefield. 
 Did not leave any Out of Fight or Hunkered 

Down squad members behind. 

If the Mission was a success the character rolls 1d6.   

 If the score is higher than the current Rep the 
Rep will go up one level.  

 If the score is a “6” the Rep will go up one level 
regardless of the current level.  

 Your character can grow to as high a Rep as 
desired as there isn't a maximum. There is, 
however, Obviously Dead. 

VEHICLE CREW
 Fired at the enemy and scored result of Crisis 

Test or better. 
 Did not lose the vehicle. 
 Did not receive a result of Out of the Fight. 
 Did not receive a result of Hunker Down. 
 Did not receive a result of Leave the Battlefield. 

If the Mission was a success the crew rolls 1d6.   

 Compare the result individually to each 
crewmember. 

 If the score is higher than the current Rep the 
Rep will go up one level.  

 If the score is a “6” the Rep will go up one level 
regardless of the current level.  

 Your character can grow to as high a Rep as 
desired as there isn't a maximum. There is, 
however, Obviously Dead. 

 

DECREASING REP
Just as Rep can go up when you have a successful 
Mission it can go down if the Mission was a failure. It is 
possible that a Mission may be a failure for one character 
and not another. So if you didn’t meet all the 
requirements for a successful Mission you had a failure if 
there were enemies on the table. 

 When a character or crew fails on a Mission, roll 
1d6.  

 If the score is a “1” the Rep will go down one 
level regardless of the current level. This can be 
attributed to stress, illness, or anything else you 
decide it to be.  

 You can never have a Rep lower than “1”. 
 Any other result and you are fine 

 

STOP!
After the Mission you could get infantry, crew and 
vehicle Replacements. 

If you do well you and your men could increase in Rep. 

If you do poorly you and your men could decrease in Rep. 

 

STEP BY STEP 
Here's a step-by-step outline that will help you to get 
started. After a few games it will become second nature 
and you won’t need it anymore.  In fact, you may choose 
not to use some parts, but if you do, they’re there! 

AT THE START
1. Choose the Rep (page 6) and Attributes (page 6) 

of your Star. 

2. Choose which Army List you want to play (page 
10). 

3. Choose what type of squad you want to play 
from your Army List (page 10). 
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4. Roll up the Reps (page 10) and Attributes (page 
6) of your squad and Junior NCOs from your 
Army List (page 10). 

5. Fill out the Infantry Roster Sheet (page 92). As 
casualties occur I move squad members towards 
the left, replacements going to the end on the 
right. 

6. Choose any vehicles you may want to use from 
the Vehicle Lists (page 38). 

7. Roll up the Reps of your crewmembers from 
your Vehicle List (page 38). 

8. Fill out the Vehicle Roster Sheet (page 93). 

9. Establish your Campaign Morale and that of 
your enemy (page 63).  

10. Establish your Investment Level and that of your 
enemy (page 64). 

DURING THE MISSION
1. Choose the Mission you want to play (page 64). 

2. Follow the Mission instructions and play the 
game. 

AFTER THE MISSION
1. Adjust the Campaign Morales and Investment 

Levels for you and your enemy based on a 
successful or failed Mission (page 64). 

2. Determine your next Mission (page 64). 

3. Check to recover Infantry casualties (page 33). 

4. Check to recover Vehicles (page 58). 

5. Check for Replacements (page 77). 

6. Adjust Reps as needed (page 78). 

 

CHOCOLATE &
CIGARETTES
This section is another tool in the THW Toolbox.  

In this section we bring elements of Role-Playing Games 
into NUTS! – Final Version.  By adding these easy to use 
rules your characters take on a more personal feel as well 
as opening the door to more non-traditional Missions.  

Like with the other rules we’ve presented, feel free to use 
none, some or all of them. 

MISSIONS & PURPOSE
In this section I wanted to personalize WW2. I wanted to 
encourage players to play smaller games with three to five 
figures with a variety of “odd” Missions. Here are some 
examples: 

 Scouting out an area and finding what appears to 
be an abandoned house. 

 Meeting civilians and asking them for 
information. 

 Helping civilians or your force to find someone 
that is lost. 

 Finding a civilian to act as a translator. 
 Racing a small enemy patrol to a local wine 

cellar. 
 Escorting civilians or wounded soldiers to safety. 
 Slipping past enemy lines to capture an enemy 

soldier and bring him back for questioning. 

With a smaller number of figures there is a greater 
opportunity to “flesh them out” and make the game more 
personal. That’s where this section comes in. 

PERSONALIZING YOUR CHARACTERS
Here’s an easy way to personalize your characters and get 
you more into the RPG mode. You are the Star, so let’s 
name your Grunts after your school or college friends. 
Give it a try!  

NUMBER OF MISSIONS
The Missions in this section are used in addition to those 
found elsewhere in the book  and follow different rules. 
Here’s how we do it: 

 You must play a Patrol, Defend or Attack 
Mission after one of these Missions. 

 You cannot play the same Mission back to back. 
There must be another C&C Mission in between.  

 These Missions do not use the Next Mission 
procedure. 

 These Missions do not affect either sides 
Campaign Morale or Investment Levels. 

 They can affect Replacements (page 77). 
 They can result in improving or decreasing 

Reputation or Skills (page 78). 
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Example - Sgt. Harris (Rep 4) is the section leader of a 
British section (squad) composed of seven Rep 3 soldiers. 
Three members of the squad come under fire and they must 
take the Crisis Test. 

 I roll 2d6 for the three soldiers under fire and score a 5 
and a 3. This means that they have passed 1d6. 

 I now roll 1d6 for the Leader Die as Harris is with the 
section. I score a 4 so have passed 1d6. This is added to 
the section result so the section has passed 2d6.

Reaction dice are rolled for the group but applied 
individually to only the figures taking the test. 

MULTIPLE LEADERS
In situations where more than one Leader is present only 
the Leader Die of the highest rank is used.  

Example – A Platoon Leader joins a squad in his platoon. 
The squad will use his Leader Die as long as he is carrying 
on (page 22) with the squad. Once he leaves or is disabled, 
the Squad Leader will use his Leader Die. 

ASSUMING COMMAND
When Leaders go down someone will always step up and 
replace them. Here's how we do it: 

 Whenever a half-squad loses the Leader or if the 
group becomes separated from the squad, the 
soldier with the highest Rep will assume 
command. He functions as a Temporary Group 
Leader. 

 Whenever a squad loses the Squad Leader, the 
Junior NCO takes over command of the squad. 

 Whenever a platoon loses its Platoon Leader, the 
1st Squad Leader takes over command. 

 Remember that as Leaders move up when 
assuming command, someone will step up and 
replace those leaders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STOP!
Units are permanent organizational structures, like a squad 
or section. 

Groups are formed and disbanded as needed and can 
consist of multiple units. The smallest group is one figure. 
There is no limit on the maximum as long as they qualify 
as a group. What two requirements must be met to be part 
of a multi-figure group?   

Leader Die is used by rolling 1d6 versus the Rep of the 
Leader.  

Review how figures assume command. 

 

RULES OF WAR
Now let’s go over the rules in the order that you will use 
them during the game. 

 

TURN SEQUENCE
NUTS! - Final Version is played in turns, with one phase 
of activation per side. Although battles can last an 
unlimited number of turns, each turn follows a strict 
sequence. 

 Before the game begins each side chooses a d6 of 
different colors. 

Example - I choose a blue d6 and Jim Bob Joe chooses 
yellow. 

 
 At the start of the turn both dice are rolled. This is 

called rolling for Activation. 
 If the die scores are the same (doubles) re-roll 

them. If you are using the optional Random 
Events (page 72) you may have triggered one.

 If the die scores are not doubles then read each 
die individually.  If you scored a total of “7” you 
might have generated Reinforcements (page 69).  

 Whether you did or didn’t generate 
Reinforcements, the higher score determines 
which side will activate its groups first. 

 
Example - The two dice are rolled and a Blue 5 and a 
Yellow 4 are rolled. I scored higher so I can activate my 
groups first. 
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WHERE REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
When vehicles and infantry reinforcements are called for 
we must determine where they will arrive. Here's how we 
do it: 

 Roll 1d6 
 Read the result as rolled and consult the 

Reinforcement Entry Table.  
 Go down the left-hand column to the appropriate 

row then across to see the entry point. Center the 
unit on this spot. 

 

1                      REINFORCEMENT ENTRY 

(Read the result as rolled) 

#  RESULT 

1 Enter the table edge to the player's left at 12 + 
1d6” up that edge. 

2 Enter the table edge to the player's left at 6 + 1d6” 
up that edge. 

3 Enter the table behind the player at 12 + 1d6” to 
either side of the center.    

4 Enter the table directly behind the player at 12 + 
1d6” to either side of the center.    

5 Enter the table edge to the player's right at 6 + 
1d6” up that edge. 

6 Enter the table edge to the player's right at 12 + 
1d6” up that edge. 

 

STOP!
When “7” is rolled for Activation the higher scoring side 
could receive Reinforcements. Whether they do or do not, 
the Activation scores are still used normally, after 
reinforcements are resolved. 

The side with the higher score rolls 1d6 and modifies it by 
any applicable Circumstances. The British have an 
Investment Level of 3 and are on an Attack Mission. They 
roll a 5. What type of Reinforcements did you get? 

Review what the Rest of the Platoon Reinforcements 
mean. 

If you score a “3” on the Reinforcement Entry Table, 
where do they come on the board? Remember to center 
them on that spot. 

 

 

 

RANDOM
EVENTS 
War is an uncertain event with random occurrences 
dotting the battlefield. Seemingly with no rhyme or 
reason, random events can pop up to ruin your day. Note 
that using Random Events is optional. Here’s how we do 
it: 

 When playing head to head, any set of odd 
doubles means the event will occur to the 
attacker, while even doubles means the defender.   

 Whenever doubles are rolled for Activation and 
the number on the die is equal to or less than the 
Enemy Investment Level (page 64), a Random 
Event has occurred.  

 Roll 1d6, read the result as rolled and consult the 
Random Event Table to see what occurs. 

 
Example - Activation dice are rolled and double fours are
rolled. The Enemy Investment Level is five, so a Random 
Event has happened. I have four groups on the table and 
roll 1d6 for each. I score a "1", "2", "4" and "5". The 
group that rolled the "1" is the target of the Random 
Event. 

 
 Go down the left-hand column to the appropriate 

doubles then across to see the event. 

 

X                RANDOM EVENTS  

 (Doubles that were rolled) 

DOUBLES RESULT 

1 Sniper. 
2 Sniper. 
3 Mine. 
4 Mine. 
5 Mine. 
6 Artillery strike. 

 
Now let's go over each event in more detail. 
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 Consult the NP Enemy Tank Movement Table 
and carry out the results. 

 Tanks under fire will seek cover.   
 Tanks will always fire at enemy vehicles every 

chance they get and at enemy infantry if no 
vehicles are present. 

 

2                     NP ENEMY TANK MOVEMENT

(Taken versus Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 If on a Patrol or Attack Mission: 
 Will move at maximum speed down a 

road or over open terrain to engage enemy 
vehicles first. Engage enemy infantry if 
enemy vehicles are not present. 

 

If on a Defend Mission: 
 Will move to occupy cover directly in the 

path of enemy vehicles and open fire. If 
already in cover and in range will open 
fire. Will move to occupy cover directly 
in the path of enemy infantry and open 
fire but only if enemy vehicles are not 
present. 

1 If on a Patrol or Attack Mission: 
 Will move at half speed down road or 

over open terrain to engage enemy 
vehicles first. Engage enemy infantry if 
enemy vehicles are not present. 

 
If on a Defend Mission: 
 Will move to occupy cover directly in the 

path of enemy vehicles and open fire. If 
already in cover and in range will open 
fire. Will move to occupy cover directly 
in the path of enemy infantry and open 
fire but only if enemy vehicles are not 
present. 

0 If on a Patrol Attack Mission: 
 Vehicle will not move. 
 
If on Defend Mission: 
 If in cover will remain in place. If in open 

will move directly to nearest cover and 
occupy within 6" and open fire.  

 

STOP!
Once PEFs are resolved as enemy figures they will use 
the Non-Player Enemy Movement Tables and Tactics. Be 
sure to use the appropriate table for the troop type. 

The tables are used after Activation every turn when 
playing solo or same side. 

 

ESCALATING BATTLES 
In this section you will be introduced to the other assets 
that are available at higher levels of command. By using 
this section you can watch your battles escalate into larger 
engagements on their own. Naturally you can choose to 
use or not use this section and still have an enjoyable 
game. 

HQ SECTION AND ASSETS
Platoon assets are a Platoon Leader, a Medic, LMG Team 
and Bazooka or similar.    

NOTE ABOUT FIGHTING VEHICLES
Any Fighting Vehicle Reinforcement result after the first 
Fighting Vehicle arrives will be of the same type from the 
same platoon. Once the remainder of the Fighting Vehicle 
platoon has arrived, repeat the process when additional 
Fighting Vehicles are called for. 

REINFORCEMENTS
Assets arrive on the battlefield as reinforcements. The 
number of reinforcements that the enemy will receive is 
in direct relationship to the Enemy Investment Level. The 
number of reinforcements that you receive is in direct 
relationship to your Investment Level.   

WHEN REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
At the start of each turn there is a chance that 
reinforcements will arrive. 

 Each time the sum of the Activation dice comes 
up “7” there is a chance of reinforcements 
arriving. 

 The side with the higher score now rolls 1d6, 
reads the result as rolled and consults their 
Reinforcement Table. 

 Modify the result for any applicable 
Circumstance. 

 (page 70-71.)
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 Only groups with a leader whose Rep is equal to 
or higher than their Activation die score can be 
activated.   

 Groups are activated from highest to lowest Reps 
with ties activating in the order the player desires. 

 
Example: A Blue 5 and a Yellow 4 were rolled. My side 
scored higher so I activate first. I can activate only groups 
that are led by a Rep 5 or higher Leader.   

 
 After the first group has completed all its actions 

and any reactions it may have caused have been 
resolved, the active side is allowed to proceed to 
its next group.  

 After all of one side’s groups have been activated 
the other side can activate one group at a time 
based on the result of his activation die roll.    

Example: A Blue 5 and a Yellow 4 were rolled. I went first 
and have finished activating all the groups I wanted to. It 
is now Jim Bob Joe’s turn. He can activate only groups 
that are led by a Rep 4 or higher Leader.   

 
 After both sides have activated all of their eligible 

groups and all reactions have taken place the turn 
is over and Activation dice are rolled again. 

This system will mean that many times lower Rep figures 
will not be able to activate. This reflects their lack of 
confidence and hesitancy to engage the enemy. It also 
stresses the importance of higher Rep Leaders! 

Now that you know the turn sequence we will explain the 
rules in the order that they will occur during the game turn. 
This may be different than traditional rules but is much 
more effective. 

Let’s start with actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIONS
When a figure is active it can voluntarily do one of the 
following actions. 

 Move up to full distance.  
 Stay in place, changing the way it is faced if 

desired.  
 Charge into Melee (page 30) or attempt a Close 

Assault (page 56).  

OTHER ACTIONS
When active, figures can do the following actions in 
addition to those previously listed and still make a normal 
move.    

 Pick up dropped weapons or other items.  
 Reload a weapon.  

FIRING
In addition to the previous actions, figures can fire during 
the turn at the following times: 

 Once when active, if loaded. 
 Each time called upon by any Reaction or Charge 

into Melee Test, if loaded. 

 

MOVEMENT
There are two types of movement, voluntary, when the 
figure is active, and involuntary when caused by a 
Reaction Test. 

NORMAL MOVEMENT
Normal movement for all infantry figures is 8” unless 
specified otherwise by an Attribute (page 6).    

FAST MOVE
If desired a figure can attempt to move at a faster speed 
than normal. Here's how we do it:  

 Declare the intent of the group to Fast Move.  
 Move each figure wanting to Fast Move their full 

normal move distance.  
 Roll 2d6 for the group and compare each die 

score individually to the Rep of each figure Fast 
Moving. 

 For each d6 passed, the figure is allowed to move 
half its normal move.  
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ACTIONS
When a figure is active it can voluntarily do one of the 
following actions. 

 Move up to full distance.  
 Stay in place, changing the way it is faced if 

desired.  
 Charge into Melee (page 30) or attempt a Close 

Assault (page 56).  

OTHER ACTIONS
When active, figures can do the following actions in 
addition to those previously listed and still make a normal 
move.    

 Pick up dropped weapons or other items.  
 Reload a weapon.  

FIRING
In addition to the previous actions, figures can fire during 
the turn at the following times: 

 Once when active, if loaded. 
 Each time called upon by any Reaction or Charge 

into Melee Test, if loaded. 

 

MOVEMENT
There are two types of movement, voluntary, when the 
figure is active, and involuntary when caused by a 
Reaction Test. 

NORMAL MOVEMENT
Normal movement for all infantry figures is 8” unless 
specified otherwise by an Attribute (page 6).    

FAST MOVE
If desired a figure can attempt to move at a faster speed 
than normal. Here's how we do it:  

 Declare the intent of the group to Fast Move.  
 Move each figure wanting to Fast Move their full 

normal move distance.  
 Roll 2d6 for the group and compare each die 

score individually to the Rep of each figure Fast 
Moving. 

 For each d6 passed, the figure is allowed to move 
half its normal move.  

Carry On—The figure is in good order and can act and react 
as desired. This is the best status the figure can have. A figure 
is considered to be carrying on if it is not under Involuntary 
actions or movement shown on the next page. When a figure 
is active it can voluntarily do one of the following actions:
• Move up to full distance.
• Stay in place, changing the way it is faced if desired.
• Charge into Melee (page 30) or attempt a Close Assault 

(page 56).
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Example - Sgt. Harris (Rep 4) is the section leader of a 
British section (squad) composed of seven Rep 3 soldiers. 
Three members of the squad come under fire and they must 
take the Crisis Test. 

 I roll 2d6 for the three soldiers under fire and score a 5 
and a 3. This means that they have passed 1d6. 

 I now roll 1d6 for the Leader Die as Harris is with the 
section. I score a 4 so have passed 1d6. This is added to 
the section result so the section has passed 2d6.

Reaction dice are rolled for the group but applied 
individually to only the figures taking the test. 

MULTIPLE LEADERS
In situations where more than one Leader is present only 
the Leader Die of the highest rank is used.  

Example – A Platoon Leader joins a squad in his platoon. 
The squad will use his Leader Die as long as he is carrying 
on (page 22) with the squad. Once he leaves or is disabled, 
the Squad Leader will use his Leader Die. 

ASSUMING COMMAND
When Leaders go down someone will always step up and 
replace them. Here's how we do it: 

 Whenever a half-squad loses the Leader or if the 
group becomes separated from the squad, the 
soldier with the highest Rep will assume 
command. He functions as a Temporary Group 
Leader. 

 Whenever a squad loses the Squad Leader, the 
Junior NCO takes over command of the squad. 

 Whenever a platoon loses its Platoon Leader, the 
1st Squad Leader takes over command. 

 Remember that as Leaders move up when 
assuming command, someone will step up and 
replace those leaders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STOP!
Units are permanent organizational structures, like a squad 
or section. 

Groups are formed and disbanded as needed and can 
consist of multiple units. The smallest group is one figure. 
There is no limit on the maximum as long as they qualify 
as a group. What two requirements must be met to be part 
of a multi-figure group?   

Leader Die is used by rolling 1d6 versus the Rep of the 
Leader.  

Review how figures assume command. 

 

RULES OF WAR
Now let’s go over the rules in the order that you will use 
them during the game. 

 

TURN SEQUENCE
NUTS! - Final Version is played in turns, with one phase 
of activation per side. Although battles can last an 
unlimited number of turns, each turn follows a strict 
sequence. 

 Before the game begins each side chooses a d6 of 
different colors. 

Example - I choose a blue d6 and Jim Bob Joe chooses 
yellow. 

 
 At the start of the turn both dice are rolled. This is 

called rolling for Activation. 
 If the die scores are the same (doubles) re-roll 

them. If you are using the optional Random 
Events (page 72) you may have triggered one.

 If the die scores are not doubles then read each 
die individually.  If you scored a total of “7” you 
might have generated Reinforcements (page 69).  

 Whether you did or didn’t generate 
Reinforcements, the higher score determines 
which side will activate its groups first. 

 
Example - The two dice are rolled and a Blue 5 and a 
Yellow 4 are rolled. I scored higher so I can activate my 
groups first. 
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 Only groups with a leader whose Rep is equal to 
or higher than their Activation die score can be 
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 Groups are activated from highest to lowest Reps 
with ties activating in the order the player desires. 
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that are led by a Rep 5 or higher Leader.   

 
 After the first group has completed all its actions 

and any reactions it may have caused have been 
resolved, the active side is allowed to proceed to 
its next group.  

 After all of one side’s groups have been activated 
the other side can activate one group at a time 
based on the result of his activation die roll.    

Example: A Blue 5 and a Yellow 4 were rolled. I went first 
and have finished activating all the groups I wanted to. It 
is now Jim Bob Joe’s turn. He can activate only groups 
that are led by a Rep 4 or higher Leader.   

 
 After both sides have activated all of their eligible 

groups and all reactions have taken place the turn 
is over and Activation dice are rolled again. 

This system will mean that many times lower Rep figures 
will not be able to activate. This reflects their lack of 
confidence and hesitancy to engage the enemy. It also 
stresses the importance of higher Rep Leaders! 

Now that you know the turn sequence we will explain the 
rules in the order that they will occur during the game turn. 
This may be different than traditional rules but is much 
more effective. 

Let’s start with actions. 
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following actions. 
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 Stay in place, changing the way it is faced if 
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 Charge into Melee (page 30) or attempt a Close 

Assault (page 56).  

OTHER ACTIONS
When active, figures can do the following actions in 
addition to those previously listed and still make a normal 
move.    

 Pick up dropped weapons or other items.  
 Reload a weapon.  

FIRING
In addition to the previous actions, figures can fire during 
the turn at the following times: 

 Once when active, if loaded. 
 Each time called upon by any Reaction or Charge 

into Melee Test, if loaded. 

 

MOVEMENT
There are two types of movement, voluntary, when the 
figure is active, and involuntary when caused by a 
Reaction Test. 

NORMAL MOVEMENT
Normal movement for all infantry figures is 8” unless 
specified otherwise by an Attribute (page 6).    

FAST MOVE
If desired a figure can attempt to move at a faster speed 
than normal. Here's how we do it:  

 Declare the intent of the group to Fast Move.  
 Move each figure wanting to Fast Move their full 

normal move distance.  
 Roll 2d6 for the group and compare each die 

score individually to the Rep of each figure Fast 
Moving. 

 For each d6 passed, the figure is allowed to move 
half its normal move.  
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 Charge into Melee (page 30) or attempt a Close 
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OTHER ACTIONS
When active, figures can do the following actions in 
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move.    

 Pick up dropped weapons or other items.  
 Reload a weapon.  

FIRING
In addition to the previous actions, figures can fire during 
the turn at the following times: 

 Once when active, if loaded. 
 Each time called upon by any Reaction or Charge 

into Melee Test, if loaded. 

 

MOVEMENT
There are two types of movement, voluntary, when the 
figure is active, and involuntary when caused by a 
Reaction Test. 

NORMAL MOVEMENT
Normal movement for all infantry figures is 8” unless 
specified otherwise by an Attribute (page 6).    

FAST MOVE
If desired a figure can attempt to move at a faster speed 
than normal. Here's how we do it:  

 Declare the intent of the group to Fast Move.  
 Move each figure wanting to Fast Move their full 

normal move distance.  
 Roll 2d6 for the group and compare each die 

score individually to the Rep of each figure Fast 
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 For each d6 passed, the figure is allowed to move 
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Order Of aCtivatiOn, by Side & by rep

reinfOrCementS
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Example – A group of four figures want to Fast Move. I 
move them 8", their normal movement distance. I now roll 
2d6 and score a 4 and 5. Here's how the group will move. 

The Rep 5 leader passes 2d6 and can move 16”. 

The Rep 4 soldier passes 1d6 and can move 12”.

The Rep 3 soldier passes 0d6 and can move 8”. 

GOING PRONE
Figures can go prone at any time during their turn. Here’s 
how we do it: 

 Active figures that choose to go prone can fire 
immediately after going prone.

 A figure forced to go prone by a reaction result 
cannot fire.

 Going prone ends their movement. 
 To regain their feet takes half of their movement 

distance.     

INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENT
Figures can be forced into involuntary actions and 
movement due to the results of a Reaction Test (page 18). 
The possible involuntary actions and moves are as follows. 

DUCK BACK – Figures that Duck Back are seeking cover 
and safety. Here’s how we do it: 

 Move to the nearest cover within 6”. This can be 
in any direction, even forward.   

 If no cover is available within 6” the figure will 
drop prone in place, ending its turn.  

 It may not fire until active or caused by a 
subsequent Reaction Test.  

 Figures in Duck Back cannot see or be seen by 
the cause of the test but those that go prone can. 

HUNKER DOWN – Figures that Hunker Down seek cover, 
safety and do not want to fight. Here’s how we do it: 

 Stay in cover or move to nearest cover within 6”. 
If no cover is available within 6” the figure will 
drop prone in place, ending its turn.  

 It may not function until having passed a Recover 
Test from Hunker Down. 

 If confronted by an enemy within 4” it will 
surrender.  

 Figures in Hunker Down cannot see or be seen by 
the cause of the test but those that go prone can.  

 If a second Hunker Down is scored at any time 
during the fight this becomes a Leave the 
Battlefield result. 

LEAVE THE BATTLEFIELD - Move to the nearest table edge 
at Fast Move and continue until exit the table.    

OUTGUNNED – Outgunned figures will behave as if scoring 
a Duck Back result.    

RETURN FIRE – The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test.    

SNAP FIRE - The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test but takes the Snap Firing penalty. 

 

STOP!
Each turn starts with two opposite colored d6 being rolled. 

What happens if “7” is rolled? Doubles? 

High score activates first. Only groups with a Leader 
having a Rep equal or greater than the d6 result can 
activate. 

After a group has activated and all reactions it caused are 
resolved, the next group can activate. 

Review the actions available to each figure when active. 

Normal movement is 8” and Fast Move can be up to 16”. 
This can change if a figure has an Attribute.  

How is Duck Back different than Hunker Down? 

 

REACTION
This section covers the heart of the THW system. It’s 
called the Reaction System. Reaction Tests reflect how a 
figure will perform when under physical, mental, or 
emotional stress during the fight.  

Reaction Tests represent immediate unthinking reactions to 
certain events. Here's a real life example. You're in the 
kitchen and grab a pot. It’s hot and you immediately let go 
of it. That's a reaction. Next you grab a towel and then grab 
the pot. That's an action.  

Figures take Reaction Tests during the game when called 
upon. Let's look closer at each Reaction Test.  
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Going prone ends their movement. To regain their 
feet takes half of their movement distance.
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IN SIGHT
The In Sight Test is a Reaction Test taken differently than 
the others.  First let's explain the difference between being 
In Sight and Out of Sight. 

IN SIGHT OR OUT OF SIGHT
Figures are always in sight or out of sight  

A figure is in sight when: 

 An enemy figure can trace a Line of Sight (page 
25) to that figure, from figure base to figure base. 
This applies even if that figure is in cover or 
concealed or both.  

A figure is out of sight when:  

 It cannot be seen because of intervening terrain.  
 It cannot be seen due to weather or light 

restrictions such as being too far away to see the 
enemy at night. 

 It cannot be seen due to any other figure in the 
way. 

TRIGGERING AN IN SIGHT TEST
Here's how an In Sight Test is triggered: 

 Whenever a group has an opposing group enter 
into its Line of Sight or LOS, and the opposing 
group was not seen previously during this 
activation phase, the in Sight Test has been 
triggered. Note that not all figures in the group 
will qualify to take the In Sight Test. 

 

 
In the first picture the white side cannot be seen by “1” or “2”. 

 The In Sight Test is triggered as soon as any 
figure in a moving group comes into sight.  

 

 
 

In the second picture white activates and figures “A” and “B” 
move forward. “A” comes into sight of “1” triggering the In 
Sight Test. 

 Once the test is triggered the triggering group is 
allowed to move all of its figures (whether they 
triggered the In Sight or not) up to two additional 
inches. This movement could result in the figure 
going out of sight. 

 

 
The In Sight is triggered and the figures in the triggering group
are allowed to move two additional inches, before the test is 
resolved. Figure “A” moves closer to “1” while “B” moves to 
the edge of the house so “B” can see “1”; also putting “B” into 
sight of “1”. 

TAKING THE IN SIGHT TEST
After the triggering group has moved up to two additional 
inches all figures in sight of an enemy, or having the 
enemy in sight will take the test. Here's how we do it: 

 The Leader of each group takes the In Sight for 
the whole group. This is the highest ranking 
Leader in the group that has LOS, qualifying for 
the In Sight. If the NCO and Jr. NCO of the squad 
do not have LOS to qualify for the test, the 
highest Rep figure in those that do, qualifies as 
the Temporary Group Leader. 

 Each Leader starts with1d6 per level of their Rep.  
 Consult the In Sight Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 each Leader rolls, by 

any applicable Circumstance or Attribute.     
 There is no maximum number of d6 that can be 

rolled. 
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triggered the In Sight or not) up to two additional 
inches. This movement could result in the figure 
going out of sight. 

 

 
The In Sight is triggered and the figures in the triggering group
are allowed to move two additional inches, before the test is 
resolved. Figure “A” moves closer to “1” while “B” moves to 
the edge of the house so “B” can see “1”; also putting “B” into 
sight of “1”. 

TAKING THE IN SIGHT TEST
After the triggering group has moved up to two additional 
inches all figures in sight of an enemy, or having the 
enemy in sight will take the test. Here's how we do it: 

 The Leader of each group takes the In Sight for 
the whole group. This is the highest ranking 
Leader in the group that has LOS, qualifying for 
the In Sight. If the NCO and Jr. NCO of the squad 
do not have LOS to qualify for the test, the 
highest Rep figure in those that do, qualifies as 
the Temporary Group Leader. 

 Each Leader starts with1d6 per level of their Rep.  
 Consult the In Sight Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 each Leader rolls, by 

any applicable Circumstance or Attribute.     
 There is no maximum number of d6 that can be 

rolled. 

It cannot be seen because of intervening terrain, due to 
weather, light restrictions such as being too far away to 
see the enemy at night or any other figure in the way.
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IN SIGHT
The In Sight Test is a Reaction Test taken differently than 
the others.  First let's explain the difference between being 
In Sight and Out of Sight. 

IN SIGHT OR OUT OF SIGHT
Figures are always in sight or out of sight  

A figure is in sight when: 

 An enemy figure can trace a Line of Sight (page 
25) to that figure, from figure base to figure base. 
This applies even if that figure is in cover or 
concealed or both.  

A figure is out of sight when:  

 It cannot be seen because of intervening terrain.  
 It cannot be seen due to weather or light 

restrictions such as being too far away to see the 
enemy at night. 

 It cannot be seen due to any other figure in the 
way. 

TRIGGERING AN IN SIGHT TEST
Here's how an In Sight Test is triggered: 

 Whenever a group has an opposing group enter 
into its Line of Sight or LOS, and the opposing 
group was not seen previously during this 
activation phase, the in Sight Test has been 
triggered. Note that not all figures in the group 
will qualify to take the In Sight Test. 

 

 
In the first picture the white side cannot be seen by “1” or “2”. 

 The In Sight Test is triggered as soon as any 
figure in a moving group comes into sight.  

 

 
 

In the second picture white activates and figures “A” and “B” 
move forward. “A” comes into sight of “1” triggering the In 
Sight Test. 

 Once the test is triggered the triggering group is 
allowed to move all of its figures (whether they 
triggered the In Sight or not) up to two additional 
inches. This movement could result in the figure 
going out of sight. 

 

 
The In Sight is triggered and the figures in the triggering group
are allowed to move two additional inches, before the test is 
resolved. Figure “A” moves closer to “1” while “B” moves to 
the edge of the house so “B” can see “1”; also putting “B” into 
sight of “1”. 

TAKING THE IN SIGHT TEST
After the triggering group has moved up to two additional 
inches all figures in sight of an enemy, or having the 
enemy in sight will take the test. Here's how we do it: 

 The Leader of each group takes the In Sight for 
the whole group. This is the highest ranking 
Leader in the group that has LOS, qualifying for 
the In Sight. If the NCO and Jr. NCO of the squad 
do not have LOS to qualify for the test, the 
highest Rep figure in those that do, qualifies as 
the Temporary Group Leader. 

 Each Leader starts with1d6 per level of their Rep.  
 Consult the In Sight Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 each Leader rolls, by 

any applicable Circumstance or Attribute.     
 There is no maximum number of d6 that can be 

rolled. 
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IN SIGHT
The In Sight Test is a Reaction Test taken differently than 
the others.  First let's explain the difference between being 
In Sight and Out of Sight. 

IN SIGHT OR OUT OF SIGHT
Figures are always in sight or out of sight  

A figure is in sight when: 

 An enemy figure can trace a Line of Sight (page 
25) to that figure, from figure base to figure base. 
This applies even if that figure is in cover or 
concealed or both.  

A figure is out of sight when:  

 It cannot be seen because of intervening terrain.  
 It cannot be seen due to weather or light 

restrictions such as being too far away to see the 
enemy at night. 

 It cannot be seen due to any other figure in the 
way. 

TRIGGERING AN IN SIGHT TEST
Here's how an In Sight Test is triggered: 

 Whenever a group has an opposing group enter 
into its Line of Sight or LOS, and the opposing 
group was not seen previously during this 
activation phase, the in Sight Test has been 
triggered. Note that not all figures in the group 
will qualify to take the In Sight Test. 

 

 
In the first picture the white side cannot be seen by “1” or “2”. 

 The In Sight Test is triggered as soon as any 
figure in a moving group comes into sight.  

 

 
 

In the second picture white activates and figures “A” and “B” 
move forward. “A” comes into sight of “1” triggering the In 
Sight Test. 

 Once the test is triggered the triggering group is 
allowed to move all of its figures (whether they 
triggered the In Sight or not) up to two additional 
inches. This movement could result in the figure 
going out of sight. 

 

 
The In Sight is triggered and the figures in the triggering group
are allowed to move two additional inches, before the test is 
resolved. Figure “A” moves closer to “1” while “B” moves to 
the edge of the house so “B” can see “1”; also putting “B” into 
sight of “1”. 

TAKING THE IN SIGHT TEST
After the triggering group has moved up to two additional 
inches all figures in sight of an enemy, or having the 
enemy in sight will take the test. Here's how we do it: 

 The Leader of each group takes the In Sight for 
the whole group. This is the highest ranking 
Leader in the group that has LOS, qualifying for 
the In Sight. If the NCO and Jr. NCO of the squad 
do not have LOS to qualify for the test, the 
highest Rep figure in those that do, qualifies as 
the Temporary Group Leader. 

 Each Leader starts with1d6 per level of their Rep.  
 Consult the In Sight Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 each Leader rolls, by 

any applicable Circumstance or Attribute.     
 There is no maximum number of d6 that can be 

rolled. 
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IN SIGHT
The In Sight Test is a Reaction Test taken differently than 
the others.  First let's explain the difference between being 
In Sight and Out of Sight. 

IN SIGHT OR OUT OF SIGHT
Figures are always in sight or out of sight  

A figure is in sight when: 

 An enemy figure can trace a Line of Sight (page 
25) to that figure, from figure base to figure base. 
This applies even if that figure is in cover or 
concealed or both.  

A figure is out of sight when:  

 It cannot be seen because of intervening terrain.  
 It cannot be seen due to weather or light 

restrictions such as being too far away to see the 
enemy at night. 

 It cannot be seen due to any other figure in the 
way. 

TRIGGERING AN IN SIGHT TEST
Here's how an In Sight Test is triggered: 

 Whenever a group has an opposing group enter 
into its Line of Sight or LOS, and the opposing 
group was not seen previously during this 
activation phase, the in Sight Test has been 
triggered. Note that not all figures in the group 
will qualify to take the In Sight Test. 

 

 
In the first picture the white side cannot be seen by “1” or “2”. 

 The In Sight Test is triggered as soon as any 
figure in a moving group comes into sight.  

 

 
 

In the second picture white activates and figures “A” and “B” 
move forward. “A” comes into sight of “1” triggering the In 
Sight Test. 

 Once the test is triggered the triggering group is 
allowed to move all of its figures (whether they 
triggered the In Sight or not) up to two additional 
inches. This movement could result in the figure 
going out of sight. 

 

 
The In Sight is triggered and the figures in the triggering group
are allowed to move two additional inches, before the test is 
resolved. Figure “A” moves closer to “1” while “B” moves to 
the edge of the house so “B” can see “1”; also putting “B” into 
sight of “1”. 

TAKING THE IN SIGHT TEST
After the triggering group has moved up to two additional 
inches all figures in sight of an enemy, or having the 
enemy in sight will take the test. Here's how we do it: 

 The Leader of each group takes the In Sight for 
the whole group. This is the highest ranking 
Leader in the group that has LOS, qualifying for 
the In Sight. If the NCO and Jr. NCO of the squad 
do not have LOS to qualify for the test, the 
highest Rep figure in those that do, qualifies as 
the Temporary Group Leader. 

 Each Leader starts with1d6 per level of their Rep.  
 Consult the In Sight Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 each Leader rolls, by 

any applicable Circumstance or Attribute.     
 There is no maximum number of d6 that can be 

rolled. 

The first Reaction Test is the In Sight Test and is taken dif-
ferently than the other two (next page, marked with 2 & 3).
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

• The Leaders roll their modified d6 total looking 
for successes: a score of 1, 2 or 3. 

• Place a d6 with the number of successes scored, 
facing up, next to each figure in the group 
involved in the test. Remove the d6 when each 
figure has resolved its action, 

• Only one side can win the In Sight Test: the one 
with the higher number of successes. If the num-
ber of successes is equal, re-take the test. 1

1
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 There is no minimum number of d6 that can be 
rolled and there may be times when the Leader 
reaches 0d6.  

 The Leaders roll their modified d6 total looking 
for successes, a score of 1, 2 or 3. 

 Place a d6 with the number of successes scored, 
facing up, next to each figure in the group 
involved in the test. This is for ease of play. When 
each figure has resolved its action, remove the d6. 

 Only one side can win the In Sight Test. The side 
with the higher number of successes has won the 
In Sight.    

 If the number of successes is equal, re-take the 
test.  

 

REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

ADDING TO ONGOING IN SIGHTS
There may be a time where a character that was not 
involved in an In Sight, suddenly becomes involved in it. 
This triggers a new In Sight.  

COMPLETED IN SIGHTS
Once all figures have taken the In Sight Test and have 
completed their actions, appropriate Reaction Tests are 
taken and the active side continues its part of the turn.  

 

STOP!
Take two figures and place them on the table, out of sight 
of each other. Both are Rep 4. One has the Slow to React 
Attribute and the other Steely Eyes. 

Roll 2d6 for Activation. Move the active figure into sight. 
Once the In Sight is triggered every figure in the group can 
move 2” before the In Sight is taken. 

Take the In Sight Test for both sides.  Did you modify the 
number of d6 rolled by the Attributes? By the one side 
being active and moving? 

Only one side can win the In Sight Test, this is different 
than other THW rules. Remember that after the winning 
side resolves their actions, the other side will be taking 
Reaction Tests. 

Just to recap. The In Sight is taken by the highest ranking 
leader in the group with a qualifying LOS. This means that 
a Temporary Group leader could take the test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hunker Down – Figures seek cover, safety and do not 
want to fight.
• Stay in cover or move to nearest cover within 6”. If 

no cover is available within 6” the figure will drop 
prone in place, ending its turn. Figures in cover can-
not see or be seen by the cause of the test, but those 
that go prone can see and be seen.

• It may not function until having passed a Recover 
Test from Hunker Down.

• If confronted by an enemy within 4” it will surrender.
• If a second Hunker Down is scored at any time during 

the fight this becomes a Leave the Battlefield result.
Leave tHe BattLefieLD - Move to the nearest table edge at 
Fast Move and continue until exit the table.
outgunneD – Outgunned figures will behave as Duck Back. 
Snap fire – The figure immediately returns fire at the
cause of the test taking the Snap Firing penalty.
return fire – The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test. 
(Carry on – The figure can act and react as desired.)

Figures can be forced into the following involuntary actions 
and movement due to the results of a Reaction Test (page 18), 
in order of worst to best (with Carry on being normal): 
oBviouSLy DeaD – The figure is dead. 
out of tHe figHt – The figure has taken serious damage
and cannot continue the battle, move on his own.
DuCk BaCk – seeking cover and safety. 
• Move to the nearest cover within 6”. This can be in any 

direction, even forward. If no cover is available within 6” 
the figure will drop prone in place, ending its turn. Figures 
in cover cannot see or be seen by the cause of the test, but 
those that go prone can see and be seen.

• It may not fire until active or caused by a subsequent 
Reaction Test. 
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Example – A group of four figures want to Fast Move. I 
move them 8", their normal movement distance. I now roll 
2d6 and score a 4 and 5. Here's how the group will move. 

The Rep 5 leader passes 2d6 and can move 16”. 

The Rep 4 soldier passes 1d6 and can move 12”.

The Rep 3 soldier passes 0d6 and can move 8”. 

GOING PRONE
Figures can go prone at any time during their turn. Here’s 
how we do it: 

 Active figures that choose to go prone can fire 
immediately after going prone.

 A figure forced to go prone by a reaction result 
cannot fire.

 Going prone ends their movement. 
 To regain their feet takes half of their movement 

distance.     

INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENT
Figures can be forced into involuntary actions and 
movement due to the results of a Reaction Test (page 18). 
The possible involuntary actions and moves are as follows. 

DUCK BACK – Figures that Duck Back are seeking cover 
and safety. Here’s how we do it: 

 Move to the nearest cover within 6”. This can be 
in any direction, even forward.   

 If no cover is available within 6” the figure will 
drop prone in place, ending its turn.  

 It may not fire until active or caused by a 
subsequent Reaction Test.  

 Figures in Duck Back cannot see or be seen by 
the cause of the test but those that go prone can. 

HUNKER DOWN – Figures that Hunker Down seek cover, 
safety and do not want to fight. Here’s how we do it: 

 Stay in cover or move to nearest cover within 6”. 
If no cover is available within 6” the figure will 
drop prone in place, ending its turn.  

 It may not function until having passed a Recover 
Test from Hunker Down. 

 If confronted by an enemy within 4” it will 
surrender.  

 Figures in Hunker Down cannot see or be seen by 
the cause of the test but those that go prone can.  

 If a second Hunker Down is scored at any time 
during the fight this becomes a Leave the 
Battlefield result. 

LEAVE THE BATTLEFIELD - Move to the nearest table edge 
at Fast Move and continue until exit the table.    

OUTGUNNED – Outgunned figures will behave as if scoring 
a Duck Back result.    

RETURN FIRE – The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test.    

SNAP FIRE - The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test but takes the Snap Firing penalty. 

 

STOP!
Each turn starts with two opposite colored d6 being rolled. 

What happens if “7” is rolled? Doubles? 

High score activates first. Only groups with a Leader 
having a Rep equal or greater than the d6 result can 
activate. 

After a group has activated and all reactions it caused are 
resolved, the next group can activate. 

Review the actions available to each figure when active. 

Normal movement is 8” and Fast Move can be up to 16”. 
This can change if a figure has an Attribute.  

How is Duck Back different than Hunker Down? 

 

REACTION
This section covers the heart of the THW system. It’s 
called the Reaction System. Reaction Tests reflect how a 
figure will perform when under physical, mental, or 
emotional stress during the fight.  

Reaction Tests represent immediate unthinking reactions to 
certain events. Here's a real life example. You're in the 
kitchen and grab a pot. It’s hot and you immediately let go 
of it. That's a reaction. Next you grab a towel and then grab 
the pot. That's an action.  

Figures take Reaction Tests during the game when called 
upon. Let's look closer at each Reaction Test.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

invoLuntary Move & aCtion
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

Otherwise must Duck Back (see top of page, left)
6”
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IN SIGHT
The In Sight Test is a Reaction Test taken differently than 
the others.  First let's explain the difference between being 
In Sight and Out of Sight. 

IN SIGHT OR OUT OF SIGHT
Figures are always in sight or out of sight  

A figure is in sight when: 

 An enemy figure can trace a Line of Sight (page 
25) to that figure, from figure base to figure base. 
This applies even if that figure is in cover or 
concealed or both.  

A figure is out of sight when:  

 It cannot be seen because of intervening terrain.  
 It cannot be seen due to weather or light 

restrictions such as being too far away to see the 
enemy at night. 

 It cannot be seen due to any other figure in the 
way. 

TRIGGERING AN IN SIGHT TEST
Here's how an In Sight Test is triggered: 

 Whenever a group has an opposing group enter 
into its Line of Sight or LOS, and the opposing 
group was not seen previously during this 
activation phase, the in Sight Test has been 
triggered. Note that not all figures in the group 
will qualify to take the In Sight Test. 

 

 
In the first picture the white side cannot be seen by “1” or “2”. 

 The In Sight Test is triggered as soon as any 
figure in a moving group comes into sight.  

 

 
 

In the second picture white activates and figures “A” and “B” 
move forward. “A” comes into sight of “1” triggering the In 
Sight Test. 

 Once the test is triggered the triggering group is 
allowed to move all of its figures (whether they 
triggered the In Sight or not) up to two additional 
inches. This movement could result in the figure 
going out of sight. 

 

 
The In Sight is triggered and the figures in the triggering group
are allowed to move two additional inches, before the test is 
resolved. Figure “A” moves closer to “1” while “B” moves to 
the edge of the house so “B” can see “1”; also putting “B” into 
sight of “1”. 

TAKING THE IN SIGHT TEST
After the triggering group has moved up to two additional 
inches all figures in sight of an enemy, or having the 
enemy in sight will take the test. Here's how we do it: 

 The Leader of each group takes the In Sight for 
the whole group. This is the highest ranking 
Leader in the group that has LOS, qualifying for 
the In Sight. If the NCO and Jr. NCO of the squad 
do not have LOS to qualify for the test, the 
highest Rep figure in those that do, qualifies as 
the Temporary Group Leader. 

 Each Leader starts with1d6 per level of their Rep.  
 Consult the In Sight Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 each Leader rolls, by 

any applicable Circumstance or Attribute.     
 There is no maximum number of d6 that can be 

rolled. 
There is no minimum or maximum number of dice.
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

Star advantageS

• Star Power: #d6=REP, when damage received, roll dice, 
each score of 1-3 reduces a damage level; 4-5 no reduc-
tion nor loss of die; 6 no reduction and loses that die for 
rest of mission.

• Larger Than Life: cannot be killed by anyone with a 
lower Rep, so worst result would be OOF.

• Cheating Death: if killed by anyone with an equal 
or higher Rep, immediately removed from the table, 
whisked to safety & Star’s Rep reduced by one level.

• Free Will: Instead of rolling any d6 the Star can choose to 
pass Reaction Tests: 2, 1 or 0d6. Only Crisis or Recover 
from Hunker Down Test, not the Recover from Damage.
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   
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# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

RESOLVING FIRE
Fire continues between two figures until one is unable to 
return fire. This can happen for the following reasons. 

 Run out of ammo by rolling two or more ones. 
 The weapon, such as a Bazooka, can only fire 

once per turn. 
 One figure has ducked back. 
 One figure has left the battlefield 
 One figure has been hit by fire. 

It is common for figures to fire multiple times in one turn, 
both when active and in reaction. 

Example – Pfc. Charles fires his rifle at Hans and misses. 
Hans takes the Crisis Test and fires back with his SMG 
and misses as well. Pfc. Charles takes the Crisis Test and 
passes 2d6. Normally he should return fire but instead Pfc. 
Charles will Duck Back as he is outgunned. This ends the 
fire between the two figures. 

ARC OF FIRE OR SWATH
Each weapon has an arc of fire or swath equal to 1” for 
each point of Target Rating. The first figure fired at 
defines where the arc of fire begins. Figures in the arc, up 
to the Target Rating, can be hit. 

 

 

 

In the picture above the shooter has a 3” swath, defined by the 
Target Rating of 3. He is allowed to shoot up to 3 targets, one per 
inch of swath if desired 

TARGET SELECTION
Figures match up one on one when targeting each other 
whether firing or charging into melee. The firing side when 
shooting or the charging side if going into melee 
determines target allocation. 

After one side has all of their figures targeted the other, 
more numerous side, will randomly roll to determine who 
the left over shooters will target or chargers will melee. 

Figures in reaction will always target the figures that shot 
at them. When taking an active fire the player may choose 
his targets.    

APPLYING THE TARGET DICE
A figure can apply its Target Dice as desired. Here’s how 
we do it: 

 Before firing the shooter must declare how many 
shots will go onto each target. It is possible for 
one target to have multiple shots applied on it. 

 Roll the dice and arrange them from the highest to 
the lowest.  

 Apply the dice to the targets as stated prior to 
shooting with the highest d6 on the first target.  

 
Example –Pvt. Hans fires his SMG at Pfc. Charles and
SGT Billy Pink. He declares to fire 1d6 at the first target, 
Charles, and the rest at Billy. Hans rolls a 3, 5 and 2. The 
d6 are laid out from high to low (5, 3, and 2). The 5 will be 
applied to Charles and the rest applied to Billy. 

Remember that the swath is measured from the first target 
then to the left or right.  Using the swath may take an 
eligible figure that is closer to the shooter, out of the 
swath, even if that figure could be targeted. The swath is 
most effective when firing an automatic weapon along a 
line of figures from the side to side or at a column of 
figures from the side.  

EMPTY SPACE
Each inch of empty space between targets will count as 
one target. 

Example – Charles and Billy are one inch apart. Hans 
wins the In Sight and fires his SMG. The first round goes 
on Charles, the second to the empty space between Charles 
and Billy and the last round on Billy. 
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# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

RESOLVING FIRE
Fire continues between two figures until one is unable to 
return fire. This can happen for the following reasons. 

 Run out of ammo by rolling two or more ones. 
 The weapon, such as a Bazooka, can only fire 

once per turn. 
 One figure has ducked back. 
 One figure has left the battlefield 
 One figure has been hit by fire. 

It is common for figures to fire multiple times in one turn, 
both when active and in reaction. 

Example – Pfc. Charles fires his rifle at Hans and misses. 
Hans takes the Crisis Test and fires back with his SMG 
and misses as well. Pfc. Charles takes the Crisis Test and 
passes 2d6. Normally he should return fire but instead Pfc. 
Charles will Duck Back as he is outgunned. This ends the 
fire between the two figures. 

ARC OF FIRE OR SWATH
Each weapon has an arc of fire or swath equal to 1” for 
each point of Target Rating. The first figure fired at 
defines where the arc of fire begins. Figures in the arc, up 
to the Target Rating, can be hit. 

 

 

 

In the picture above the shooter has a 3” swath, defined by the 
Target Rating of 3. He is allowed to shoot up to 3 targets, one per 
inch of swath if desired 

TARGET SELECTION
Figures match up one on one when targeting each other 
whether firing or charging into melee. The firing side when 
shooting or the charging side if going into melee 
determines target allocation. 

After one side has all of their figures targeted the other, 
more numerous side, will randomly roll to determine who 
the left over shooters will target or chargers will melee. 

Figures in reaction will always target the figures that shot 
at them. When taking an active fire the player may choose 
his targets.    

APPLYING THE TARGET DICE
A figure can apply its Target Dice as desired. Here’s how 
we do it: 

 Before firing the shooter must declare how many 
shots will go onto each target. It is possible for 
one target to have multiple shots applied on it. 

 Roll the dice and arrange them from the highest to 
the lowest.  

 Apply the dice to the targets as stated prior to 
shooting with the highest d6 on the first target.  

 
Example –Pvt. Hans fires his SMG at Pfc. Charles and
SGT Billy Pink. He declares to fire 1d6 at the first target, 
Charles, and the rest at Billy. Hans rolls a 3, 5 and 2. The 
d6 are laid out from high to low (5, 3, and 2). The 5 will be 
applied to Charles and the rest applied to Billy. 

Remember that the swath is measured from the first target 
then to the left or right.  Using the swath may take an 
eligible figure that is closer to the shooter, out of the 
swath, even if that figure could be targeted. The swath is 
most effective when firing an automatic weapon along a 
line of figures from the side to side or at a column of 
figures from the side.  

EMPTY SPACE
Each inch of empty space between targets will count as 
one target. 

Example – Charles and Billy are one inch apart. Hans 
wins the In Sight and fires his SMG. The first round goes 
on Charles, the second to the empty space between Charles 
and Billy and the last round on Billy. 
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TIGHT AMMO
Ammo in NUTS! is pretty much unlimited. However, there 
still is a chance that the weapon may temporarily run out 
of ammo and must be reloaded. Here’s how we do it: 

 Anytime two or more “1”s are rolled when firing 
the weapon it is out of ammo and cannot be fired 
again until reloaded.   

 It takes one turn of activation to reload the 
weapon.   

 Figures reloading weapons may move but cannot 
exceed their normal movement. 

 The weapon is considered out of ammo after all 
d6 have been applied. 

 
Example – Ivan fires with a SMG and rolls a 1, 1, and 5. 
He scores one hit with the 5 but the two “ones” mean he is 
out of ammo.   

DEDICATED LOADERS
Weapons with dedicated loaders who are serving the 
weapon have to have three or more "ones" rolled when 
firing to be out of ammo.  A dedicated loader cannot do 
anything except feed the machinegun. These include all 
light machineguns, medium machineguns, and heavy 
machineguns.  It specifically excludes the US BAR, all 
1940 French MMG, and all Italian and Japanese LMG, 
MMG, and HMG except the French Chatellerault M1929 
(looks like a BAR with Magazine on top)     

Example –A German LMG rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 1, 4, 
4, 5 and 6. As the machine gun has a dedicated loader the 
weapon is not out of ammo. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SHOOTING
Shooting a weapon and hand-to-hand combat are distinctly 
different ways of inflicting damage. This is reflected by the 
different game mechanics used in NUTS! - Final Version.  

LINE OF SIGHT
To shoot something you must first be able to see it. A 
straight line from the shooter to the target is called a Line 
of Sight or LOS. Here’s how we do it: 

 Line of Sight extends across the whole table and 
is blocked only by friendly figures, terrain, 
buildings and sometimes weather. 

 LOS is to the front of the figure up to a 180 
degree arc. 

 In nighttime the LOS is reduced to 12”. However, 
targets in a well-lit area will count LOS as normal 
for those firing at them.  

 LOS between figures inside woods or rough 
terrain is reduced to 12” in the daytime and 6” at 
night.  If at the edge of the woods the figure can 
see and be seen from outside the woods as 
normal. 

 LOS in inclement weather such as fog, rain or 
snow, is reduced to 12” in the daytime and 6” at 
night. 

COVER OR CONCEALMENT
There will be times when a character will be in cover, 
concealment or both.  Cover and concealment are different.  

 Concealment makes you harder to see. 
Concealment does not stop a bullet. Concealment 
comes into play when taking the In Sight Test. 

 Cover stops a bullet from hitting parts of your 
body, so it makes it harder to be hit. Cover comes 
into play on the Ranged Combat Table.    

So how do you tell which is which? We've put together a 
short list that answers the question. Players should match 
the terrain on the table with the type that best resembles it 
on the Cover or Concealment List before the game begins.  
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

type Cover ConCeaLMent

Inside Buildings Stationary figures All figures
Inside Vehicles No cover All figures
Behind Vehicles All figures No concealment
Woods or Rough Stationary figures All figures

Cover only affects Ranged Fire. Concealment only affects 
the In Sight test.

• Run out of ammo by rolling two or more ones. 
(3 ones for weapons with a dedicated loader). It 
takes one turn of activation to reload the weapon. 
Figures reloading side arms may move but cannot 
exceed their normal movement.

• Some, such as a Bazooka, can only fire once per 
turn. 

• A figure has ducked back, left the battlefield or been 
hit by fire.

It is common for figures to fire multiple times in one 
turn, both when active and in reaction.
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# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

RESOLVING FIRE
Fire continues between two figures until one is unable to 
return fire. This can happen for the following reasons. 

 Run out of ammo by rolling two or more ones. 
 The weapon, such as a Bazooka, can only fire 

once per turn. 
 One figure has ducked back. 
 One figure has left the battlefield 
 One figure has been hit by fire. 

It is common for figures to fire multiple times in one turn, 
both when active and in reaction. 

Example – Pfc. Charles fires his rifle at Hans and misses. 
Hans takes the Crisis Test and fires back with his SMG 
and misses as well. Pfc. Charles takes the Crisis Test and 
passes 2d6. Normally he should return fire but instead Pfc. 
Charles will Duck Back as he is outgunned. This ends the 
fire between the two figures. 

ARC OF FIRE OR SWATH
Each weapon has an arc of fire or swath equal to 1” for 
each point of Target Rating. The first figure fired at 
defines where the arc of fire begins. Figures in the arc, up 
to the Target Rating, can be hit. 

 

 

 

In the picture above the shooter has a 3” swath, defined by the 
Target Rating of 3. He is allowed to shoot up to 3 targets, one per 
inch of swath if desired 

TARGET SELECTION
Figures match up one on one when targeting each other 
whether firing or charging into melee. The firing side when 
shooting or the charging side if going into melee 
determines target allocation. 

After one side has all of their figures targeted the other, 
more numerous side, will randomly roll to determine who 
the left over shooters will target or chargers will melee. 

Figures in reaction will always target the figures that shot 
at them. When taking an active fire the player may choose 
his targets.    

APPLYING THE TARGET DICE
A figure can apply its Target Dice as desired. Here’s how 
we do it: 

 Before firing the shooter must declare how many 
shots will go onto each target. It is possible for 
one target to have multiple shots applied on it. 

 Roll the dice and arrange them from the highest to 
the lowest.  

 Apply the dice to the targets as stated prior to 
shooting with the highest d6 on the first target.  

 
Example –Pvt. Hans fires his SMG at Pfc. Charles and
SGT Billy Pink. He declares to fire 1d6 at the first target, 
Charles, and the rest at Billy. Hans rolls a 3, 5 and 2. The 
d6 are laid out from high to low (5, 3, and 2). The 5 will be 
applied to Charles and the rest applied to Billy. 

Remember that the swath is measured from the first target 
then to the left or right.  Using the swath may take an 
eligible figure that is closer to the shooter, out of the 
swath, even if that figure could be targeted. The swath is 
most effective when firing an automatic weapon along a 
line of figures from the side to side or at a column of 
figures from the side.  

EMPTY SPACE
Each inch of empty space between targets will count as 
one target. 

Example – Charles and Billy are one inch apart. Hans 
wins the In Sight and fires his SMG. The first round goes 
on Charles, the second to the empty space between Charles 
and Billy and the last round on Billy. 
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# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

RESOLVING FIRE
Fire continues between two figures until one is unable to 
return fire. This can happen for the following reasons. 

 Run out of ammo by rolling two or more ones. 
 The weapon, such as a Bazooka, can only fire 

once per turn. 
 One figure has ducked back. 
 One figure has left the battlefield 
 One figure has been hit by fire. 

It is common for figures to fire multiple times in one turn, 
both when active and in reaction. 

Example – Pfc. Charles fires his rifle at Hans and misses. 
Hans takes the Crisis Test and fires back with his SMG 
and misses as well. Pfc. Charles takes the Crisis Test and 
passes 2d6. Normally he should return fire but instead Pfc. 
Charles will Duck Back as he is outgunned. This ends the 
fire between the two figures. 

ARC OF FIRE OR SWATH
Each weapon has an arc of fire or swath equal to 1” for 
each point of Target Rating. The first figure fired at 
defines where the arc of fire begins. Figures in the arc, up 
to the Target Rating, can be hit. 

 

 

 

In the picture above the shooter has a 3” swath, defined by the 
Target Rating of 3. He is allowed to shoot up to 3 targets, one per 
inch of swath if desired 

TARGET SELECTION
Figures match up one on one when targeting each other 
whether firing or charging into melee. The firing side when 
shooting or the charging side if going into melee 
determines target allocation. 

After one side has all of their figures targeted the other, 
more numerous side, will randomly roll to determine who 
the left over shooters will target or chargers will melee. 

Figures in reaction will always target the figures that shot 
at them. When taking an active fire the player may choose 
his targets.    

APPLYING THE TARGET DICE
A figure can apply its Target Dice as desired. Here’s how 
we do it: 

 Before firing the shooter must declare how many 
shots will go onto each target. It is possible for 
one target to have multiple shots applied on it. 

 Roll the dice and arrange them from the highest to 
the lowest.  

 Apply the dice to the targets as stated prior to 
shooting with the highest d6 on the first target.  

 
Example –Pvt. Hans fires his SMG at Pfc. Charles and
SGT Billy Pink. He declares to fire 1d6 at the first target, 
Charles, and the rest at Billy. Hans rolls a 3, 5 and 2. The 
d6 are laid out from high to low (5, 3, and 2). The 5 will be 
applied to Charles and the rest applied to Billy. 

Remember that the swath is measured from the first target 
then to the left or right.  Using the swath may take an 
eligible figure that is closer to the shooter, out of the 
swath, even if that figure could be targeted. The swath is 
most effective when firing an automatic weapon along a 
line of figures from the side to side or at a column of 
figures from the side.  

EMPTY SPACE
Each inch of empty space between targets will count as 
one target. 

Example – Charles and Billy are one inch apart. Hans 
wins the In Sight and fires his SMG. The first round goes 
on Charles, the second to the empty space between Charles 
and Billy and the last round on Billy. 
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# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

RESOLVING FIRE
Fire continues between two figures until one is unable to 
return fire. This can happen for the following reasons. 

 Run out of ammo by rolling two or more ones. 
 The weapon, such as a Bazooka, can only fire 

once per turn. 
 One figure has ducked back. 
 One figure has left the battlefield 
 One figure has been hit by fire. 

It is common for figures to fire multiple times in one turn, 
both when active and in reaction. 

Example – Pfc. Charles fires his rifle at Hans and misses. 
Hans takes the Crisis Test and fires back with his SMG 
and misses as well. Pfc. Charles takes the Crisis Test and 
passes 2d6. Normally he should return fire but instead Pfc. 
Charles will Duck Back as he is outgunned. This ends the 
fire between the two figures. 

ARC OF FIRE OR SWATH
Each weapon has an arc of fire or swath equal to 1” for 
each point of Target Rating. The first figure fired at 
defines where the arc of fire begins. Figures in the arc, up 
to the Target Rating, can be hit. 

 

 

 

In the picture above the shooter has a 3” swath, defined by the 
Target Rating of 3. He is allowed to shoot up to 3 targets, one per 
inch of swath if desired 
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Note: players must provide weapon charts for the sides 
involved (pages 10-13) which are described on page 23.
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1                 MELEE DAMAGE 

(Read result as rolled) 

# 
SUCCESSES 

RESULT 

Score more 
successes  

Roll 1d6 versus the number of successes 
scored more than opponent. 

“1”:  Opponent Obviously Dead.  

Equal to successes more but not “1”: 
Opponent Out of the Fight. 

Score higher than more successes: 
Opponent knocked down and immediately 
takes Recover From Knock Down Test. 

Score same 
number  

Evenly Matched. Remain in melee and 
when active, may either break off the 
melee or continue the melee. 

 

2            INFANTRY REACTION TESTS
(Taken versus Rep) 

* = Star may choose to pass 2d6, 1d6, or 0d6
 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

In cover  +1d6 
Half strength or less -1d6 
 

2                        MEDIC!
(Taken when a medic contacts an OOF figure) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT  

2 Just a flesh wound.  Figure will immediately 
return to the fight at normal Rep. 

1 Figure has lost one point of Rep for the 
remainder of the battle but will immediately 
return to the fight.  

0 Figure remains OOF.  
 

INFANTRY 
MEDIC & 

REACTION TESTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REASON PASS 2D6 PASS 1D6 PASS 0D6 

CRISIS TEST 
(LDR) * 

Outgunned: 
 Duck Back.  

Fired On: 
 Return Fire. 

Man Down: 
 Carry On. 

Outgunned: 
 Duck Back.  

Fired On: 
 Snap Fire. 

Man Down: 
 Duck Back. 

Outgunned: 
 Hunker Down. 

Fired On: 
 Hunker Down. 

Man Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield. 

RECOVER TEST 
(LDR) *  
May use Leader 
Die only if 
Hunkered Down.

Star may only 
choose to pass d6 
if Hunkered 
Down.

If suffered damage: 
 Knocked down but can 

still Carry On. Can 
regain feet when next 
active. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover and 

immediately act as 
desired. 

If suffered damage: 
 Out of the Fight.    

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover to Duck Back.    

If suffered damage: 
 Obviously Dead. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield.    
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CRISIS TEST
The second Reaction Test is the Crisis Test. There are two 
reasons to take the test. They are: 

 The figure is Fired On and did not get hit. 
 The figure is within 4” and LOS of a friendly 

figure being hit by fire, called Man Down. 

HOW TO TAKE A CRISIS TEST
Here's how a Crisis Test is taken. 

 Determine what is causing the test; Fired On, Man 
Down or a combination of both. If more than one 
cause, you still take one test but apply the worst 
result. 

 Determine which figures in the group must take 
the test. Note that there will be times when some 
figures will take the test and others will not. 

 Roll 2d6 for the group taking the test. 
 Roll any applicable Leader Die whether or not the 

Leader has to take the test. 
 Determine how many d6 were passed based on 

the individual Rep of each figure taking the test. 
This may result in figures in the same group 
behaving in different ways. 

 

 
In the picture above we see a group come into sight of three 
enemy soldiers. Soldiers "A" and "B" can only see “8" while 
soldier "C" can see both "7" and "8". After taking an In Sight 
Test, soldiers “A", "B" and "C" fire at "7" and "8". 

Both are missed and they take a Crisis Test for being fired on. 
2d6 are rolled and a 5 and a 3 are scored. As the leader is within 
4" and part of the group that was fired on he is allowed to roll 
one Leader Die. He rolls a 4 and passes 1d6. Adding the pass 
1d6b result means soldier “7” passes 2d6, so returns fire while 
soldier “8”, due to a lower Rep, returns fire but counts the Snap 
Fire penalty. 

 

RECOVER TEST
The third Reaction Test is the Recover Test. There are two 
reasons to take the test. They are: 

 The figure takes Damage from fire or melee.  
 The figure is Hunkered Down and trying to Carry 

On.   

HOW TO TAKE A RECOVER TEST
Here's how a Recover Test is taken. 

 Determine what is causing the test; taking 
Damage or Hunker Down.   

 Roll 2d6 for the figure taking the test, not the 
group.  

 Roll any applicable Leader Die whether or not the 
Leader has to take the test if trying to recover 
from Hunker Down. 

 Determine how many d6 were passed based on 
the Rep of the figure taking the test.  

 
Example – Pvt. Smith is hit by fire and must take the 
Recover Test. He rolls 2d6 versus his Rep (4) and scores a 
3 and 4. Passing 2d6 he is knocked to the ground and is 
knocked down. He can get up when next active. 

Later he is outgunned and takes a Crisis Test. He passes 
0d6 so must Hunker Down.  The next turn he tries to 
recover and as his Leader is in the group he gets the 
benefit of Leader Die. He passes 1d6 and now becomes 
Duck Back. He can automatically Carry On next turn. 

MULTIPLE RESULTS
There may be times when a figure qualifies for more than 
one Reaction Test and scores more than one result, 
sometimes conflicting. Here’s how we do it: 

 One set of d6 are rolled. 
 Apply the results to each cause of the test. 
 Take the worst result.  

See the Status and Actions section (page 22) for more 
details. 
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• Determine what is causing the test; Fired On, Man 
Down, Outgunned and if a combination, take worst 
result. 

• Determine which figures in the group must take the test. 
Note that there will be times when some figures will 
take the test and others will not.

• Roll 2d6 for the group taking the test.
• Roll any applicable Leader Die whether or not the 

Leader has to take the test. 
• Determine how many d6 were passed based on the indi-

vidual Rep of each figure taking the test. This may result 
in figures in the same group behaving in different ways.
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REP IN SIGHT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Opponent is Stealthy -1d6 
Quick Reflexes  +1d6 
Slow to React -1d6 
Steely Eyes +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD  

Active - Character is active and moved. -1d6 
Concealed - Enemy is concealed. -1d6 
Ducking Back – Character is Ducking Back. (1) 

Hunker Down – Character is Hunkered Down. (1) 

Leaving the Battlefield – Character is Leaving 
the Battlefield. 

(1) 

Temporary Group leader – Temporary Group 
Leader taking the test.

-1d6 

(1) Figure cannot fire and will complete its reaction instead. 

RESOLVING IN SIGHT ACTIONS
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest 
Rep to lowest. Here’s how we do it: 

 Fire. 
 If cannot fire will Charge into Melee if within 

6”. 
 If cannot fire or Charge into Melee will Duck 

Back. 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS

Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of 

ammo, or out of range. 
 

INFANTRY 
IN SIGHT & SHOOTING

 

TARGET      RANGED COMBAT  
(Read the result as rolled) 

A result of two or more “ones” means out of ammo.

# RESULT 

3 to 7 SHOOTER MISSED
8 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Prone. 
 Fast Moving. 
 Second or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT.
9 SHOOTER MISSED IF

 Fast Moving. 
 Snap Fire. 

TARGET WAS MISSED IF 
 In Cover. 
 Third or higher target. 

OTHERWISE – HIT. 
10+ SHOOTER HITS TARGET

 
 

1           RANGED COMBAT DAMAGE

 (Taken versus Impact) 

SCORE RESULT 

"1" Target is Obviously Dead. 
Impact or less but 

not a "1" 
Target is knocked to the ground 
and Out of the Fight. 

Higher than Impact Target is knocked to the ground 
and immediately takes the 
Recover Test. 

 

# COVER OR CONCEALMENT

TYPE RESULT 

Buildings, 
inside 

Stationary figures inside of buildings are 
in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside buildings are 
concealed.   

Vehicles, 
Inside of 

Figures inside vehicles are in 
concealment.   

Vehicles, 
Behind 

Figures behind vehicles are in cover.   

Woods or 
Rough 

Stationary figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are in cover and concealment. 
Moving figures inside woods or rocky 
areas are concealed.   

*

*

2

2

3

3
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COMPLETING REACTIONS
There may be times when a figure is carrying out a 
Reaction Test and may be forced to take another test prior 
to completion of the first. When called for the figure 
immediately takes the second Reaction Test, cannot score 
better than the first result, but can score worse. 

Example - A figure takes a Crisis Test and scores a result 
of Duck Back. The figure moves towards cover and into the 
sight of another enemy figure triggering an In Sight Test. 
The enemy fires and misses the ducking back figure before 
it has completed its move. The ducking back figure takes a 
new Crisis Test and passes 2d6 which would allow him to 
return fire. However, he cannot score better than the Duck 
Back result, so continues on towards cover.

 

STATUS AND ACTIONS
The Reaction Tests can change the status of a figure or 
force it to act in a certain way. Here we will explain the 
terms found on the Reaction Tests. 

CARRY ON – The figure is in good order and can act and 
react as desired. This is the best status the figure can have. 
A figure is considered to be carrying on if it is not doing 
any of the following. We have ranked them from best to 
worse. 

 Return Fire. 
 Snap Fire. 
 Outgunned 
 Duck Back. 
 Hunker Down. 
 Leave the Battlefield. 
 Out of the Fight. 
 Obviously Dead. 

 
DUCK BACK – Figure is trying to find cover. Here’s how 
we do it: 

 Move to the nearest cover within 6”. This can be 
in any direction, even forward.   

 If no cover is available within 6” the figure will 
drop prone in place, ending its turn.  

 It may not fire until active or caused by a 
subsequent Reaction Test.  

 Figures in Duck Back cannot see or be seen by 
the cause of the test but those that go prone can. 

HUNKER DOWN – Figure is trying to withdraw from the 
fight. Here’s how we do it: 

 Stay in cover or move to nearest cover within 6”. 
 If no cover is available within 6” then the figure 

will drop prone in place, ending its turn.  

 It may not function until pass a Recover Test and 
if confronted by an enemy within 4” will 
surrender. 

  Figures in Hunker Down cannot see or be seen 
by the cause of the test but those that go prone 
can.  

 If a second Hunker Down is scored at any time 
during the fight this becomes a Leave the 
Battlefield result. 

LEAVE THE BATTLEFIELD - Move to the nearest table edge 
at Fast Move and continue until exit the table.    

OBVIOUSLY DEAD – The figure has taken damage that is so 
severe it is obvious that the figure is dead. 

OUT OF THE FIGHT – The figure has taken serious damage 
and cannot continue the battle. He cannot move on his own 
and must be retrieved by others (Medics, page, 32). If 
contacted by an enemy he is considered to be captured or 
dispatched as desired. 

OUTGUNNED – Outgunned figures will behave as if scoring 
a Duck Back result.    

RETURN FIRE – The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test.    

SNAP FIRE - The figure immediately returns fire at the 
cause of the test but takes the Snap Firing penalty. 

 

STOP!
One set of d6 are rolled for each group taking the Crisis 
Test but the results are applied to the Reps of each figure 
separately. This means that figures in the group may 
behave differently. 

Take three soldiers and place them on the table. They are a 
Rep 5 Leader, a Rep 4 soldier and a Rep 3 soldier.  All 
three are fired on. The dice are rolled and a 4 is scored for 
the Leader Die. The other d6 result in a 4 and 6. Look on 
the Infantry Crisis Test and see how the three soldiers 
react. 

How many d6 did each pass? 

The Recover Test is used when trying to Recover from 
Hunker Down and when taking Damage. The test is taken 
by rolling 2d6 versus the Rep of each figure and not for the 
group. The Leader Die is not used if testing to Recover 
from Damage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Temporary Leader has no leader die.
Temporary Leader has no leader die.
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1 READY THE GRENADE

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6
PASSED

RESULT

1 Grenade is readied and can immediately be 
tossed.  

0 Grenade is readied but cannot be tossed until 
next active or in reaction.     

 

2 THROWING A GRENADE  

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 Grenade lands on the nominated spot. 
Center the blast circle on the nominated spot 
and check for damage.    

1  If the thrower cannot see the nominated 
spot, such as behind cover or 
concealment, the grenade misses. The 
explosion causes the target to take a 
Crisis Test.   

 If the thrower can see the nominated 
spot or the grenade is being dropped 
over a wall, rolled into a doorway, or 
similar, it lands on the nominated spot. 
Center the blast circle on the nominated 
spot and check for damage.    

0 Oops! Grenade is dropped at the feet of the 
thrower. Center the blast circle on the 
nominated spot and check for damage. All 
within the blast circle must roll their Rep or 
less on 1d6 to drop prone and escape 
damage.  

 

 

GRENADES &  
CHARGE INTO MELEE 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2            CHARGE INTO MELEE

(Taken versus Rep)

ATTRIBUTE MODIFIER 

Nerves of Steel +1d6 
Rage +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Target in cover +1d6 
Target charged to flank -1d6 
Target charged to rear -2d6 
 

#D6  

PASSED  

CHARGER TARGET 

Pass more 
d6 than 

opponent 

Target may not fire. 
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

Target fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.           . 

Pass same 
number d6  
as opponent 

Target Snap Fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

Target Snap Fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

 

REP              MELEE COMBAT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Brawler  +1d6 
Knifeman if using a bayonet or knife +1d6 
Rage +1d6 
Runt -1d6 

MELEE WEAPON   MOD 

One Hand Melee Weapon +1d6 
Two Hand Melee Weapon.  +2d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD 

Evenly Matched - Attacking an enemy 
that scored a result of Evenly Matched 
this turn during a melee.  Count each 
result.  

+1d6 

Prone – Attacking a prone opponent. +1d6 
Rear – Attacking to the rear of an 
opponent. Only on the 1st round of melee 
and must have qualified for the Target 
charged to rear modifier on the Charge 
into Melee Test.

+1d6 
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1                 MELEE DAMAGE 

(Read result as rolled) 

# 
SUCCESSES 

RESULT 

Score more 
successes  

Roll 1d6 versus the number of successes 
scored more than opponent. 

“1”:  Opponent Obviously Dead.  

Equal to successes more but not “1”: 
Opponent Out of the Fight. 

Score higher than more successes: 
Opponent knocked down and immediately 
takes Recover From Knock Down Test. 

Score same 
number  

Evenly Matched. Remain in melee and 
when active, may either break off the 
melee or continue the melee. 

 

2            INFANTRY REACTION TESTS
(Taken versus Rep) 

* = Star may choose to pass 2d6, 1d6, or 0d6
 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

In cover  +1d6 
Half strength or less -1d6 
 

2                        MEDIC!
(Taken when a medic contacts an OOF figure) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT  

2 Just a flesh wound.  Figure will immediately 
return to the fight at normal Rep. 

1 Figure has lost one point of Rep for the 
remainder of the battle but will immediately 
return to the fight.  

0 Figure remains OOF.  
 

INFANTRY 
MEDIC & 

REACTION TESTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REASON PASS 2D6 PASS 1D6 PASS 0D6 

CRISIS TEST 
(LDR) * 

Outgunned: 
 Duck Back.  

Fired On: 
 Return Fire. 

Man Down: 
 Carry On. 

Outgunned: 
 Duck Back.  

Fired On: 
 Snap Fire. 

Man Down: 
 Duck Back. 

Outgunned: 
 Hunker Down. 

Fired On: 
 Hunker Down. 

Man Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield. 

RECOVER TEST 
(LDR) *  
May use Leader 
Die only if 
Hunkered Down.

Star may only 
choose to pass d6 
if Hunkered 
Down.

If suffered damage: 
 Knocked down but can 

still Carry On. Can 
regain feet when next 
active. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover and 

immediately act as 
desired. 

If suffered damage: 
 Out of the Fight.    

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover to Duck Back.    

If suffered damage: 
 Obviously Dead. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield.    
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MELEE COMBAT
Any the Charge into Melee Test is resolved the charger is 
moved into contact with the target. Now it's time to melee.  

 Go to the Melee Combat Table. 
 Each figure starts with 1d6 for each point of Rep.    
 Add or subtract d6 based on any applicable 

Attribute, Melee Weapon or Circumstance. 
 Each figure rolls its modified total of d6, counting 

all successes, scores of 1, 2 or 3. 
 Compare the number of successes scored by each 

figure. 
 If both sides score the same number of successes, 

they are Evenly Matched. The figures remain in 
melee and when active, melee continues.   

 If one figure scores more successes, it rolls 1d6 
versus this number and consults the Melee 
Damage Table. 

 

REP              MELEE COMBAT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Brawler  +1d6 
Knifeman if using a bayonet or knife +1d6 
Rage +1d6 
Runt -1d6 

MELEE WEAPON   MOD 

One Hand Melee Weapon +1d6 
Two Hand Melee Weapon.  +2d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD 

Evenly Matched - Attacking an enemy 
that scored a result of Evenly Matched 
this turn during a melee.  Count each 
result.  

+1d6 

Prone – Attacking a prone opponent. +1d6 
Rear – Attacking to the rear of an 
opponent. Only on the 1st round of melee 
and must have qualified for the Target 
charged to rear modifier on the Charge 
into Melee Test.

+1d6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1                 MELEE DAMAGE 

(Read result as rolled) 

# 
SUCCESSES 

RESULT 

Score more 
successes  

Roll 1d6 versus the number of successes 
scored more than opponent. 

“1”:  Opponent Obviously Dead.  

Equal to successes more but not “1”: 
Opponent Out of the Fight. 

Score higher than more successes: 
Opponent knocked down and immediately 
takes Recover From Knock Down Test. 

Score same 
number  

Evenly Matched. Remain in melee and 
when active, may either break off the melee 
or continue the melee. 

 

Example –SGT Pink (Rep 5) is in melee with Klaus (Rep 
4).     

Pink starts with 5d6 for Rep and adds the following 
modifiers: +1d6 for using a bayonet as a One Hand 
Weapon. He rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 2, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for 
four successes. 

Klaus starts with 4d6 for Rep and adds the following 
modifiers: +2d6 for a Two Hand Melee Weapon, a rifle,
rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 2, 4, 4, 4 and 6 for 2 successes. 

Pink scores two more successes than Klaus and consulting 
the Melee Results Table, rolls 1d6 versus the number of 
successes he scored more. He scores a 2 and has knocked 
him down and Out of the Fight. 

If they had scored the same number of successes, the two 
would be locked into melee. If there had been a second 
German attacking Pink, the melee would be immediately 
resolved with the German counting a +1d6 for SGT Pink 
being Evenly Matched.   

MULTIPLE FIGURE MELEES
A figure may be meleed by more than one figure. Here’s 
how we do it: 

 Up to two figures can melee to the front and two 
to the rear.  

 The side with more figures decides in what order 
its figures will attack. Attacks are carried out one 
on one. 

 Every time a figure suffers a result of Evenly 
Matched, those subsequently attacking it will get 
a +1d6 bonus.  If the figure is Evenly Matched 
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MELEE COMBAT
Any the Charge into Melee Test is resolved the charger is 
moved into contact with the target. Now it's time to melee.  

 Go to the Melee Combat Table. 
 Each figure starts with 1d6 for each point of Rep.    
 Add or subtract d6 based on any applicable 

Attribute, Melee Weapon or Circumstance. 
 Each figure rolls its modified total of d6, counting 

all successes, scores of 1, 2 or 3. 
 Compare the number of successes scored by each 

figure. 
 If both sides score the same number of successes, 

they are Evenly Matched. The figures remain in 
melee and when active, melee continues.   

 If one figure scores more successes, it rolls 1d6 
versus this number and consults the Melee 
Damage Table. 

 

REP              MELEE COMBAT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Brawler  +1d6 
Knifeman if using a bayonet or knife +1d6 
Rage +1d6 
Runt -1d6 

MELEE WEAPON   MOD 

One Hand Melee Weapon +1d6 
Two Hand Melee Weapon.  +2d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD 

Evenly Matched - Attacking an enemy 
that scored a result of Evenly Matched 
this turn during a melee.  Count each 
result.  

+1d6 

Prone – Attacking a prone opponent. +1d6 
Rear – Attacking to the rear of an 
opponent. Only on the 1st round of melee 
and must have qualified for the Target 
charged to rear modifier on the Charge 
into Melee Test.

+1d6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1                 MELEE DAMAGE 

(Read result as rolled) 

# 
SUCCESSES 

RESULT 

Score more 
successes  

Roll 1d6 versus the number of successes 
scored more than opponent. 

“1”:  Opponent Obviously Dead.  

Equal to successes more but not “1”: 
Opponent Out of the Fight. 

Score higher than more successes: 
Opponent knocked down and immediately 
takes Recover From Knock Down Test. 

Score same 
number  

Evenly Matched. Remain in melee and 
when active, may either break off the melee 
or continue the melee. 

 

Example –SGT Pink (Rep 5) is in melee with Klaus (Rep 
4).     

Pink starts with 5d6 for Rep and adds the following 
modifiers: +1d6 for using a bayonet as a One Hand 
Weapon. He rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 2, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for 
four successes. 

Klaus starts with 4d6 for Rep and adds the following 
modifiers: +2d6 for a Two Hand Melee Weapon, a rifle,
rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 2, 4, 4, 4 and 6 for 2 successes. 

Pink scores two more successes than Klaus and consulting 
the Melee Results Table, rolls 1d6 versus the number of 
successes he scored more. He scores a 2 and has knocked 
him down and Out of the Fight. 

If they had scored the same number of successes, the two 
would be locked into melee. If there had been a second 
German attacking Pink, the melee would be immediately 
resolved with the German counting a +1d6 for SGT Pink 
being Evenly Matched.   

MULTIPLE FIGURE MELEES
A figure may be meleed by more than one figure. Here’s 
how we do it: 

 Up to two figures can melee to the front and two 
to the rear.  

 The side with more figures decides in what order 
its figures will attack. Attacks are carried out one 
on one. 

 Every time a figure suffers a result of Evenly 
Matched, those subsequently attacking it will get 
a +1d6 bonus.  If the figure is Evenly Matched 
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MELEE
When figures come into contact they can enter into melee 
(hand-to-hand combat).  

MELEE WEAPONS
 There are two types of hand to hand weapons. 

 One Hand Weapon – Those used with one hand. 
Swords or knives would be examples of a one 
hand weapon. Using a one hand weapon gives the 
user +1d6 in melee. 

 Two Hand Weapon – Those used with two hands. 
Using a rifle, whether it has a bayonet or not, is an 
example of a two hand weapon. Using a two hand 
weapon gives the user +2d6 in melee. 

CHARGE INTO MELEE TEST
The only way to enter melee, is via the Charge into Melee 
Test. Here’s how we do it: 

 The test is taken by the figure and not the group.   
 The figure can be active or inactive. 
 The test can be taken at any time during the active 

phase of the turn.   
 Chargers can declare a charge at any time during 

their turn, even if the target of the charge was out 
of LOS at the start of the charger's turn.  

 The charging figure must have a clear LOS to the 
target figure at the time it charges.  

 The figure must be able to reach a spot 6" from 
the actual target. Whether or not it has enough 
distance to reach the target is irrelevant, it need 
only be able to reach a spot 6" from the target. 

 
Example – A Russian soldier comes into sight of two 
Germans. The Germans win the In Sight and decide to 
Charge the Russian. All three roll the Charge Into Melee 
Test and the Russian results are applied separately to each 
German.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOW TO CHARGE INTO MELEE
Here's how the Charge into Melee Test is taken:   

 The figure has LOS to a target and can move to 6" 
from the target, even if a Fast Move is required.  

 If the charger takes a Fast Move and comes up 
short, it cannot melee and forfeits any active fire. 

 Move the charger to 6" from the target.  
 Each figure starts with 2d6. 
 Go to the Charge into Melee Table. 
 Modify the number of d6 by any applicable 

Attribute or Circumstance. 
 Roll the modified number of d6 versus the Rep of 

each involved figure. 
 If charged by more than one figure, the target 

applies their results against all of the figures 
separately.  This may mean the target could fire at 
each charger but only if armed with a weapon 
with adequate Target. 

 Determine how many d6 each figure has passed. 
 Consult the Charge into Melee Table. 
 Go down the left hand column to the number of 

d6 more that were passed.  
 Go across to the column based upon whether the 

Charger or Target passed more d6. 
 Immediately carry out the results. 

 

2              CHARGE INTO MELEE

(Taken versus Rep)

ATTRIBUTE MODIFIER 

Nerves of Steel +1d6 
Rage +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Target in cover +1d6 
Target charged to flank -1d6 
Target charged to rear -2d6 
 

#D6  
PASSED  

CHARGER TARGET 

Pass more d6 
than 

opponent 

Target may not fire. 
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

Target fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.           . 

Pass same 
number d6  

as opponent 

Target Snap Fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

Target Snap Fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            
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MELEE COMBAT
Any the Charge into Melee Test is resolved the charger is 
moved into contact with the target. Now it's time to melee.  

 Go to the Melee Combat Table. 
 Each figure starts with 1d6 for each point of Rep.    
 Add or subtract d6 based on any applicable 

Attribute, Melee Weapon or Circumstance. 
 Each figure rolls its modified total of d6, counting 

all successes, scores of 1, 2 or 3. 
 Compare the number of successes scored by each 

figure. 
 If both sides score the same number of successes, 

they are Evenly Matched. The figures remain in 
melee and when active, melee continues.   

 If one figure scores more successes, it rolls 1d6 
versus this number and consults the Melee 
Damage Table. 

 

REP              MELEE COMBAT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Brawler  +1d6 
Knifeman if using a bayonet or knife +1d6 
Rage +1d6 
Runt -1d6 

MELEE WEAPON   MOD 

One Hand Melee Weapon +1d6 
Two Hand Melee Weapon.  +2d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD 

Evenly Matched - Attacking an enemy 
that scored a result of Evenly Matched 
this turn during a melee.  Count each 
result.  

+1d6 

Prone – Attacking a prone opponent. +1d6 
Rear – Attacking to the rear of an 
opponent. Only on the 1st round of melee 
and must have qualified for the Target 
charged to rear modifier on the Charge 
into Melee Test.

+1d6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1                 MELEE DAMAGE 

(Read result as rolled) 

# 
SUCCESSES 

RESULT 

Score more 
successes  

Roll 1d6 versus the number of successes 
scored more than opponent. 

“1”:  Opponent Obviously Dead.  

Equal to successes more but not “1”: 
Opponent Out of the Fight. 

Score higher than more successes: 
Opponent knocked down and immediately 
takes Recover From Knock Down Test. 

Score same 
number  

Evenly Matched. Remain in melee and 
when active, may either break off the melee 
or continue the melee. 

 

Example –SGT Pink (Rep 5) is in melee with Klaus (Rep 
4).     

Pink starts with 5d6 for Rep and adds the following 
modifiers: +1d6 for using a bayonet as a One Hand 
Weapon. He rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 2, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for 
four successes. 

Klaus starts with 4d6 for Rep and adds the following 
modifiers: +2d6 for a Two Hand Melee Weapon, a rifle,
rolls 6d6 and scores a 1, 2, 4, 4, 4 and 6 for 2 successes. 

Pink scores two more successes than Klaus and consulting 
the Melee Results Table, rolls 1d6 versus the number of 
successes he scored more. He scores a 2 and has knocked 
him down and Out of the Fight. 

If they had scored the same number of successes, the two 
would be locked into melee. If there had been a second 
German attacking Pink, the melee would be immediately 
resolved with the German counting a +1d6 for SGT Pink 
being Evenly Matched.   

MULTIPLE FIGURE MELEES
A figure may be meleed by more than one figure. Here’s 
how we do it: 

 Up to two figures can melee to the front and two 
to the rear.  

 The side with more figures decides in what order 
its figures will attack. Attacks are carried out one 
on one. 

 Every time a figure suffers a result of Evenly 
Matched, those subsequently attacking it will get 
a +1d6 bonus.  If the figure is Evenly Matched 
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1 READY THE GRENADE

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6
PASSED

RESULT

1 Grenade is readied and can immediately be 
tossed.  

0 Grenade is readied but cannot be tossed until 
next active or in reaction.     

 

2 THROWING A GRENADE  

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 Grenade lands on the nominated spot. 
Center the blast circle on the nominated spot 
and check for damage.    

1  If the thrower cannot see the nominated 
spot, such as behind cover or 
concealment, the grenade misses. The 
explosion causes the target to take a 
Crisis Test.   

 If the thrower can see the nominated 
spot or the grenade is being dropped 
over a wall, rolled into a doorway, or 
similar, it lands on the nominated spot. 
Center the blast circle on the nominated 
spot and check for damage.    

0 Oops! Grenade is dropped at the feet of the 
thrower. Center the blast circle on the 
nominated spot and check for damage. All 
within the blast circle must roll their Rep or 
less on 1d6 to drop prone and escape 
damage.  

 

 

GRENADES &  
CHARGE INTO MELEE 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2            CHARGE INTO MELEE

(Taken versus Rep)

ATTRIBUTE MODIFIER 

Nerves of Steel +1d6 
Rage +1d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Target in cover +1d6 
Target charged to flank -1d6 
Target charged to rear -2d6 
 

#D6  

PASSED  

CHARGER TARGET 

Pass more 
d6 than 

opponent 

Target may not fire. 
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

Target fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.           . 

Pass same 
number d6  
as opponent 

Target Snap Fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

Target Snap Fires.  
 
Charger moves into 
melee. No Reaction 
Tests taken.            

 

REP              MELEE COMBAT

(Looking for successes) 

ATTRIBUTE MOD 

Brawler  +1d6 
Knifeman if using a bayonet or knife +1d6 
Rage +1d6 
Runt -1d6 

MELEE WEAPON   MOD 

One Hand Melee Weapon +1d6 
Two Hand Melee Weapon.  +2d6 

CIRCUMSTANCE MOD 

Evenly Matched - Attacking an enemy 
that scored a result of Evenly Matched 
this turn during a melee.  Count each 
result.  

+1d6 

Prone – Attacking a prone opponent. +1d6 
Rear – Attacking to the rear of an 
opponent. Only on the 1st round of melee 
and must have qualified for the Target 
charged to rear modifier on the Charge 
into Melee Test.

+1d6 
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against two enemies, the next attacker would 
receive a +2d6 bonus. 

BREAKING OFF MELEE
Melee can only be broken off by a failed Crisis Test.  

 

RETRIEVING WOUNDED
Characters can attempt to recover their wounded during the 
Mission. Here's how we do it: 

 When active or when Ducking Back in reaction a 
Grunt will roll 1d6 versus its Rep. If pass 1d6 it 
will attempt to retrieve wounded friends. If pass 
0d6 they will not. Stars can always choose to 
retrieve wounded.   

 Move into contact with the wounded figure.  
 Pick up the wounded figure, reduce the remaining 

movement by 2", and move the remaining 
distance.  

 Figures carrying wounded can take the Fast Move 
Test but will only pass at best 1d6.    

 Figures can fire weapons when retrieving 
wounded figures but will count the Snap Fire 
penalty. 

 Figures charged while retrieving wounded will 
drop the wounded.  

MEDICS
We now introduce those unsung heroes of every war, the 
medic. These are characters with limited medical training 
but their presence on the field can be the difference 
between life and death. 

 Medics are always Rep 4.  
 They never count as outgunned.   
 They will only defend themselves in hand to hand 

if charged. 

TREATING THE WOUNDED
Medics can treat Out of the Fight soldiers in hopes of 
recovering them during the Mission. Here’s how we do it: 

 The Medic comes into contact with an Out of the 
Fight figure. 

 He spends one turn of Activation with the Out of 
the Fight figure. 

 During that turn of Activation he cannot do 
anything else except treat the figure. 

 Roll 2d6, read the results as rolled and compare 
each to the Rep of the Medic. 

 Determine how many d6 are passed, consult the 
Medic Test. 

 Go down the left-hand column to the appropriate 
row and across to see the results of treatment. 

 Immediately carry out the results. 
 The Medic test can only be tried once on a 

wounded figure. 

  

2                        MEDIC!
(Taken versus Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT  

2 Just a flesh wound.  Figure will immediately 
return to the fight at normal Rep. 

1 Figure has lost one point of Rep for the 
remainder of the battle but will immediately 
return to the fight.  

0 Figure remains OOF.  
 

WHERE’S THE MEDIC?
Medics are assigned to the platoon. During the Mission we 
must determine if the Medic is on the table. Here’s how we 
do it: 

 American, British, and German squads have a 
chance (1 - 2) that the Medic attached to their 
platoon will be with them. If he is not, check each 
time another squad from their platoon reaches the 
board. If all three squads are on the table the 
medic will be there as well.  

 The Russians have a chance (1) that a medic will 
be attached to their squad.  If he is not, each time 
an additional squad enters the table check to see if 
the medic is present. However, the chance will 
increase by one each time a squad enters. 

 
Example - Three Russian squads are on the table. A fourth 
squad enters the table and there is a chance (1 - 4) that a 
medic will be with them. I roll 1d6 and score a 3, the 
medic is with the fourth squad. There cannot be more than 
one medic for each six Russian squads on the table. 

WOUNDED WAY STATION
Players may choose to leave or group their wounded in one 
place protected by at least one non-wounded figure. This 
can be used instead of carrying them off the table. 

 

 2

 3
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1                 MELEE DAMAGE 

(Read result as rolled) 

# 
SUCCESSES 

RESULT 

Score more 
successes  

Roll 1d6 versus the number of successes 
scored more than opponent. 

“1”:  Opponent Obviously Dead.  

Equal to successes more but not “1”: 
Opponent Out of the Fight. 

Score higher than more successes: 
Opponent knocked down and immediately 
takes Recover From Knock Down Test. 

Score same 
number  

Evenly Matched. Remain in melee and 
when active, may either break off the 
melee or continue the melee. 

 

2            INFANTRY REACTION TESTS
(Taken versus Rep) 

* = Star may choose to pass 2d6, 1d6, or 0d6
 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

In cover  +1d6 
Half strength or less -1d6 
 

2                        MEDIC!
(Taken when a medic contacts an OOF figure) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT  

2 Just a flesh wound.  Figure will immediately 
return to the fight at normal Rep. 

1 Figure has lost one point of Rep for the 
remainder of the battle but will immediately 
return to the fight.  

0 Figure remains OOF.  
 

INFANTRY 
MEDIC & 

REACTION TESTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REASON PASS 2D6 PASS 1D6 PASS 0D6 

CRISIS TEST 
(LDR) * 

Outgunned: 
 Duck Back.  

Fired On: 
 Return Fire. 

Man Down: 
 Carry On. 

Outgunned: 
 Duck Back.  

Fired On: 
 Snap Fire. 

Man Down: 
 Duck Back. 

Outgunned: 
 Hunker Down. 

Fired On: 
 Hunker Down. 

Man Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield. 

RECOVER TEST 
(LDR) *  
May use Leader 
Die only if 
Hunkered Down.

Star may only 
choose to pass d6 
if Hunkered 
Down.

If suffered damage: 
 Knocked down but can 

still Carry On. Can 
regain feet when next 
active. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover and 

immediately act as 
desired. 

If suffered damage: 
 Out of the Fight.    

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover to Duck Back.    

If suffered damage: 
 Obviously Dead. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield.    
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against two enemies, the next attacker would 
receive a +2d6 bonus. 

BREAKING OFF MELEE
Melee can only be broken off by a failed Crisis Test.  

 

RETRIEVING WOUNDED
Characters can attempt to recover their wounded during the 
Mission. Here's how we do it: 

 When active or when Ducking Back in reaction a 
Grunt will roll 1d6 versus its Rep. If pass 1d6 it 
will attempt to retrieve wounded friends. If pass 
0d6 they will not. Stars can always choose to 
retrieve wounded.   

 Move into contact with the wounded figure.  
 Pick up the wounded figure, reduce the remaining 

movement by 2", and move the remaining 
distance.  

 Figures carrying wounded can take the Fast Move 
Test but will only pass at best 1d6.    

 Figures can fire weapons when retrieving 
wounded figures but will count the Snap Fire 
penalty. 

 Figures charged while retrieving wounded will 
drop the wounded.  

MEDICS
We now introduce those unsung heroes of every war, the 
medic. These are characters with limited medical training 
but their presence on the field can be the difference 
between life and death. 

 Medics are always Rep 4.  
 They never count as outgunned.   
 They will only defend themselves in hand to hand 

if charged. 

TREATING THE WOUNDED
Medics can treat Out of the Fight soldiers in hopes of 
recovering them during the Mission. Here’s how we do it: 

 The Medic comes into contact with an Out of the 
Fight figure. 

 He spends one turn of Activation with the Out of 
the Fight figure. 

 During that turn of Activation he cannot do 
anything else except treat the figure. 

 Roll 2d6, read the results as rolled and compare 
each to the Rep of the Medic. 

 Determine how many d6 are passed, consult the 
Medic Test. 

 Go down the left-hand column to the appropriate 
row and across to see the results of treatment. 

 Immediately carry out the results. 
 The Medic test can only be tried once on a 

wounded figure. 

  

2                        MEDIC!
(Taken versus Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT  

2 Just a flesh wound.  Figure will immediately 
return to the fight at normal Rep. 

1 Figure has lost one point of Rep for the 
remainder of the battle but will immediately 
return to the fight.  

0 Figure remains OOF.  
 

WHERE’S THE MEDIC?
Medics are assigned to the platoon. During the Mission we 
must determine if the Medic is on the table. Here’s how we 
do it: 

 American, British, and German squads have a 
chance (1 - 2) that the Medic attached to their 
platoon will be with them. If he is not, check each 
time another squad from their platoon reaches the 
board. If all three squads are on the table the 
medic will be there as well.  

 The Russians have a chance (1) that a medic will 
be attached to their squad.  If he is not, each time 
an additional squad enters the table check to see if 
the medic is present. However, the chance will 
increase by one each time a squad enters. 

 
Example - Three Russian squads are on the table. A fourth 
squad enters the table and there is a chance (1 - 4) that a 
medic will be with them. I roll 1d6 and score a 3, the 
medic is with the fourth squad. There cannot be more than 
one medic for each six Russian squads on the table. 

WOUNDED WAY STATION
Players may choose to leave or group their wounded in one 
place protected by at least one non-wounded figure. This 
can be used instead of carrying them off the table. 
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AFTER THE BATTLE
If you are playing a Campaign (page 62) you must see if 
your wounded and those that left the battlefield return. 
Here’s how we do it: 

 Roll 2d6, read each result as rolled and compare it 
to the Rep of each figure. 

 Determine how many d6 are passed. 
 Consult the After the Battle Recovery Table. 
 Go down the left-hand column to the appropriate 

row, then across and immediately carry out the 
result. 

2 AFTER THE BATTLE RECOVERY *
Taken vs. Rep of all OOF figures  

# DICE 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 Figure returns to the squad.  
1 Out of the Fight returns to the squad. 

Those that left the battlefield do not return. 
0 Figure does not return. 

* Captured OOF or hunker downs left behind will roll on this 
table but instead of returning to their squad become Prisoners of 
War (POWs).Stars are always recovered. 

 

STOP! 
Before going any further take two figures (Rep 4) and do 
the following. 

Place them 6" from each other. 

Give them different melee weapons. 

Take a Charge into Melee Test. 

Resolve a melee. 

Do this a second time, with two figures charging one 
figure. Did you roll one set of d6 for the target when taking 
the Charge into Melee Test and apply them individually to 
both chargers? 

Resolve a multi-figure melee. How many figures can 
melee one figure at the same time? Remember that melees 
are carried out on a one on one basis. 

Remember that you cannot break off a melee. 

Take a Medic Test. 

 

 

 

VEHICLES
In this section you will learn the rules that pertain to vehicles and 
the weapons used to kill them. 

In NUTS! – Final Version, vehicles are the primary support 
weapons of the infantry. Vehicles may punch holes in the 
enemy but it is the infantry that holds the ground. 

Each vehicle consists of both the vehicle and its crew. 
Players will usually start with one or two vehicles and 
work their way up to larger numbers. No matter what size 
formation you decide to use, the basic starting point is the 
individual vehicle and its crew. 

 

DEFINING VEHICLES
Vehicles are defined in the following ways. 

 What Type of vehicle is it?  
 What amount of Armor does it have? 
 Is it Tracked or Wheeled? 
 Is it Open Topped or Enclosed? 
 What types of Weapons does it have? 
 What is the Speed of the vehicle? 
 How many Crewmembers does it have? 

Let's explain each of these in more detail. 

For ease of play all the defining elements of each vehicle 
have been grouped together in one place. This is called the 
Vehicle Roster Sheet (QRS).  

TYPES OF VEHICLES
There are two types based on their battlefield purpose: 

 Fighting Vehicles - Their battlefield purpose is to 
engage other vehicles and destroy them. 

 Transport Vehicles - Their battlefield purpose is 
to transport troops and supplies.

ARMOR RATING
Each vehicle has armor rated by it efficiency. Here’s how 
we do it:  

 Unarmored vehicles are noted with a “-”. 
 Armored vehicles have an Armor Rating (AR) 

from 1 to 15. The higher the number the better the 
armor. 

 Each vehicle has an AR for the following 
surfaces. They are Frontal, Side and Top. The 
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 (see also page 77, After the Mission):
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READY THE GRENADE
A figure can only throw one grenade per turn. This can be 
when active or in reaction. Prior to throwing the grenade it 
must be readied. Here's how we do it: 

 The figure must be active. 
 It takes half of their movement to ready the 

grenade. 
 Roll 1d6 versus the Rep and determine if he 

passes 1d6 or 0d6. 
 Consult the Ready the Grenade Table. 
 Carry out the results.   

 

1 READY THE GRENADE

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6
PASSED

RESULT

1 Grenade is readied and can immediately be 
tossed.  

0 Grenade is readied but cannot be tossed until 
next active or in reaction.     

 

Anti-Tank Grenades, Rifle Launched Grenades, Molotov 
Cocktails and Satchel Charges will also use the Ready the 
Grenade Table. 

DISABLING THE GRENADE
If needed, a figure can declare he is disabling the grenade, 
taking it out of its readied state. This can only be done 
when active. 

Note that a figure hit by fire or in melee and becoming out 
of the fight or obviously dead will drop any grenade that 
they are holding. If it has been readied it will immediately 
go off on the spot occupied by the figure. 

THROWING A GRENADE
Rifle Launched Grenades will use the Ranged Combat 
Table. Otherwise, grenades can be thrown up to 6” or 8”if 
having the Ball Player Attribute.  Here's how we do it: 

 Nominate the spot the grenade is to land. 
 Roll 2d6 versus the thrower’s Rep. 
 Consult the Throwing a Grenade Table. This table 

is used instead of the Ranged Combat Table. 
 
 
 
 
 

2 THROWING A GRENADE  

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 Grenade lands on the nominated spot. Center 
the blast circle on the nominated spot and 
check for damage.    

1  If the thrower cannot see the nominated 
spot, such as behind cover or 
concealment, the grenade misses. The 
explosion causes the target to take a 
Crisis Test.   

 If the thrower can see the nominated 
spot or the grenade is being dropped 
over a wall, rolled into a doorway, or 
similar, it lands on the nominated spot. 
Center the blast circle on the nominated 
spot and check for damage.    

0 Oops! Grenade is dropped at the feet of the 
thrower. Center the blast circle on the 
nominated spot and check for damage. All 
within the blast circle must roll their Rep or 
less on 1d6 to drop prone and escape 
damage.  

In the above illustration "A" is active and wants to toss a 
grenade. He first must ready it so rolls 1d6 versus his Rep of 4. 
He scores a 1, passing 1d6 and consults the Ready the Grenade 
Table. He now has a grenade ready to throw. He cannot see over 
the wall so must choose to either throw the grenade blindly over 
the wall at a nominated spot or drop it over the wall. 
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may only fire every other turn when fully crewed 
or every third turn if operated by one person only. 

 Bazooka (BZ) – Requires a two man crew.  May 
be fired once each turn when fully crewed, every 
other turn if used by one person  

 
Anti-Tank Grenades (ATG) - Range of 4” or 20” if 
launched from a rifle with a grenade launcher.  Must be 
readied (page 28). Thrown AT Grenades will hit a 
vehicle’s top hull. 

GRENADES AND MORE
This section covers hand grenades and other unique 
weapons such as the flame-thrower, "Molotov cocktail", 
and satchel charges.     

 Grenade (GR).  – Range of 6” and has a 5” blast 
circle (page 29).  

 Rifle Launched Grenades (RGL) - Range 20” 
when launched from a rifle with a grenade 
launcher.   

FLAME THROWER (FT)
 Flame-throwers have a limited range of 12” and 

Target Rating of a 3” wide path. As with a blast 
effects circle, every figure within the 3” wide path 
is an eligible target.  

 Flame-throwers have an Impact of 5 and an APR 
of 5.  

 These weapons may be fired only once per turn.  

There are three special circumstances that affect flame-
throwers. 

 Each time a flame-thrower is fired note the die 
score rolled on the Ranged Combat to Hit Table. 
If the score is a “1” then the flame-thrower has 
only one shot left. Any other result is ignored. 

 Whenever the operator is hit by any ranged 
weapons fire or is caught in any blast effect circle 
roll once on the Ranged To Hit chart counting as 
if a Rep 3 to see if the tank has been damaged. If 
the result is a Hit then the tank will explode and 
all those within a 5” blast circle will take hits as if 
caught in a flame-throwers blast.  

 Those attempting to pass through residual flame 
left behind by a flamethrower attack must take a 
Man Down Test. If they score a Carry On result 
they may move through the flame. Each figure 
must test for damage as follows: 
 Roll 2d6, read the results as rolled and add 

them together.  
 Apply the total to the Ranged Combat Table 

to see if the figure is “hit” by the flames. Roll 
damage normally.  

"Molotov cocktail" (MC) – Gasoline filled bottle with a 
range of 4”. The Molotov cocktail must be readied as a 
grenade (page 28) and has an APR of 5 and Impact of 4. 

Satchel & Demolition Charges (SC) – Large canvas 
covered explosives used against tanks, bunkers, and 
buildings. This category also includes all other similar 
devices such as sticky bombs, grenade clusters, etc. 

 Must be hand-tossed at a range of 1” or less or 
placed directly next to the target.  

 Satchel charges are assumed to already be rigged 
but must be readied (page 28).  

ARMOR PIERCING WEAPONS
Some infantry weapons are capable of piercing armored 
targets even if they were not designed for that purpose. 
Those that can will have the letters APR and a number 
attached to it. This is the Impact of the weapon when used 
against Armor Rated targets (see page 33). 

OUTGUNNED RANKINGS
When firing, some weapons are perceived to have greater 
firepower than others. This is called their Outgunned 
Ranking (OR).  

If a figure shoots with a weapon with a higher OR than 
what the target has or if the target cannot shoot back due to 
being out of ammo or out of range, then the target is 
outgunned. The target will take the Crisis Test but cannot 
score a result better than Duck Back. 

Example – SGT Billy has a submachine gun (OR 3) but is 
out of ammo. He is fired on by Slag who is using a semi-
automatic rifle. SGT Billy takes the Crisis Test and passes 
2d6. As he cannot fire because he is out of ammo, he must 
Duck Back.   

 

X           OUTGUNNED RANKINGS    
Stars are never outgunned.  

OUTGUNNED 
RANKING 

WEAPON TYPE 

5 Flamethrowers, Grenades, Satchel 
Charges, Molotov Cocktail and all 
Antitank Weapons. 

4 HMG, MMG, and LMG. 
3 BAR, MP, and SMG  
2 Semi-automatic rifles and carbines. 
1 Other ranged weapons not listed. 
0 Those that cannot return fire, out of ammo, 

or out of range. 
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READY THE GRENADE
A figure can only throw one grenade per turn. This can be 
when active or in reaction. Prior to throwing the grenade it 
must be readied. Here's how we do it: 

 The figure must be active. 
 It takes half of their movement to ready the 

grenade. 
 Roll 1d6 versus the Rep and determine if he 

passes 1d6 or 0d6. 
 Consult the Ready the Grenade Table. 
 Carry out the results.   

 

1 READY THE GRENADE

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6
PASSED

RESULT

1 Grenade is readied and can immediately be 
tossed.  

0 Grenade is readied but cannot be tossed until 
next active or in reaction.     

 

Anti-Tank Grenades, Rifle Launched Grenades, Molotov 
Cocktails and Satchel Charges will also use the Ready the 
Grenade Table. 

DISABLING THE GRENADE
If needed, a figure can declare he is disabling the grenade, 
taking it out of its readied state. This can only be done 
when active. 

Note that a figure hit by fire or in melee and becoming out 
of the fight or obviously dead will drop any grenade that 
they are holding. If it has been readied it will immediately 
go off on the spot occupied by the figure. 

THROWING A GRENADE
Rifle Launched Grenades will use the Ranged Combat 
Table. Otherwise, grenades can be thrown up to 6” or 8”if 
having the Ball Player Attribute.  Here's how we do it: 

 Nominate the spot the grenade is to land. 
 Roll 2d6 versus the thrower’s Rep. 
 Consult the Throwing a Grenade Table. This table 

is used instead of the Ranged Combat Table. 
 
 
 
 
 

2 THROWING A GRENADE  

(Taken vs. Rep) 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 Grenade lands on the nominated spot. Center 
the blast circle on the nominated spot and 
check for damage.    

1  If the thrower cannot see the nominated 
spot, such as behind cover or 
concealment, the grenade misses. The 
explosion causes the target to take a 
Crisis Test.   

 If the thrower can see the nominated 
spot or the grenade is being dropped 
over a wall, rolled into a doorway, or 
similar, it lands on the nominated spot. 
Center the blast circle on the nominated 
spot and check for damage.    

0 Oops! Grenade is dropped at the feet of the 
thrower. Center the blast circle on the 
nominated spot and check for damage. All 
within the blast circle must roll their Rep or 
less on 1d6 to drop prone and escape 
damage.  

In the above illustration "A" is active and wants to toss a 
grenade. He first must ready it so rolls 1d6 versus his Rep of 4. 
He scores a 1, passing 1d6 and consults the Ready the Grenade 
Table. He now has a grenade ready to throw. He cannot see over 
the wall so must choose to either throw the grenade blindly over 
the wall at a nominated spot or drop it over the wall. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

grenade launcher.

Anti-Tank Grenades, Rifle Launched Grenades, Molotov Cock-
tails and Satchel Charges will also use the above Ready table.

Rifle Launched Grenades will use the Ranged Combat Table instead.

grenaDeS

#D6 
paSSeD

reSuLt

2 Grenade lands on the nominated spot. Center 
the blast circle there and check for damage.

1 • Misses if the thrower cannot see the nomi-
nated spot (such as behind cover or conceal-
ment). Explosion causes the target to take a 
Crisis Test. 2

• Lands on the nominated spot if the thrower 
can see that spot (or dropped over a wall, 
rolled into a doorway or similar). Center the 
blast circle there and check for damage.

0 Oops! Grenade is dropped at the feet of the 
thrower. Center the blast circle there and check 
for damage; first must roll their Rep or less on 
1d6 to drop prone and escape damage.

Any, friend or foe, within a blast circle may be damaged except if:
• There is cover between themselves and the nominated spot must test 

against the cover to see if it is negated. If the Impact of the weapon is 
equal or less than the Armor Rating (page 33) or Defensive Value of 
the cover (page 58) the figure is unharmed but must take a Crisis Test.

• Prone will not take any damage but must take a Crisis Test.  2 
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2              VEHICLE REACTION TESTS
(Taken versus Rep) 

* = Star may choose to pass 2d6, 1d6, or 0d6
 

REASON PASS 2D6 PASS 1D6 PASS 0D6 

CRISIS TEST 
(LDR) * 

Fired On: 
 Undergunned, 

unloaded or unable to 
fire will Duck Back. 

 Loaded will return fire 
even if must rotate 
turret. 

Friend Brewed Up: 
 Carry On. 

Fired On: 
 Undergunned, unloaded 

or unable to fire will 
Duck Back. 

 Loaded will return fire 
even if must rotate 
turret. 

Friend Brewed Up: 
 Duck Back 

Fired On: 
 All with Hunker Down. 

Friend Brewed Up: 
 Leave the battlefield. 

RECOVER TEST 
(LDR) *  

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover and 

immediately act as 
desired. 

If Hunkered Down: 
 Recover to Duck Back.    

If Hunkered Down: 
 Leave the Battlefield.    

2 PEF MOVEMENT

(Taken versus the Rep of 4) 

#D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 The PEF moves 8” directly towards the 
player ending in cover if possible.   

1 The PEF moves 4” directly towards the 
player ending in cover if possible.   

0 PEF does not move. 
 

2              PEF RESOLUTION

 (Taken versus Enemy Investment Level) 

# D6 
PASSED RESULT 

2 Contacted enemy force.  Roll 1d6, counting a 
+1 if you are on an Attack Mission 

 (1 - 4) Roll on the Enemy 
Reinforcements Table (page 70). 

 (5 - 6) Roll on the Enemy Defensive 
Position Table (page 66). 

1 There might be something there. Resolve the 
next PEF with 3d6 counting the lowest two 
scores. 

0 False alarm. Just a case of nerves! 
 
 
 
 
 

1      ENEMY DEFENSIVE POSITION TABLE

 (Read the result as rolled) 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Each point of Enemy Investment Level. +1 
 

# RESULT 

2 Sniper (page 73). 
3 Light Machinegun Team. (1) 
4 One Enemy Squad in Defensive Position. (1) 
5 One Enemy Squad in Building. (2) 
6 One Enemy Squad in Defensive Position (1) 
7 One Enemy Squad in Defensive Position (1) 
8 One Enemy Squad in Building. (2) 
9 One Enemy Squad + LMG in Defensive Position (1) 

10 Two Enemy Squads in Buildings. (2) 
11 Two Enemy Squads in Defensive Position (1) 

12+ One Enemy Platoon + 1 LMG Team and Bazooka 
or similar in Buildings (2). 

(1) The Defensive Position will be 6 + 1/2d6 inches per squad in 
length. (2) Building from the Building Type Table (page 61).  

VEHICLE 
REACTION TESTS

PEFS
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1 There might be something there. Resolve the 
next PEF with 3d6 counting the lowest two 
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0 False alarm. Just a case of nerves! 
 
 
 
 
 

1      ENEMY DEFENSIVE POSITION TABLE

 (Read the result as rolled) 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Each point of Enemy Investment Level. +1 
 

# RESULT 

2 Sniper (page 73). 
3 Light Machinegun Team. (1) 
4 One Enemy Squad in Defensive Position. (1) 
5 One Enemy Squad in Building. (2) 
6 One Enemy Squad in Defensive Position (1) 
7 One Enemy Squad in Defensive Position (1) 
8 One Enemy Squad in Building. (2) 
9 One Enemy Squad + LMG in Defensive Position (1) 

10 Two Enemy Squads in Buildings. (2) 
11 Two Enemy Squads in Defensive Position (1) 

12+ One Enemy Platoon + 1 LMG Team and Bazooka 
or similar in Buildings (2). 

(1) The Defensive Position will be 6 + 1/2d6 inches per squad in 
length. (2) Building from the Building Type Table (page 61).  

VEHICLE 
REACTION TESTS

PEFS
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2           NP INFANTRY MOVEMENT - ATTACK  

(Taken versus Rep) 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

If NP side has twice as many figures on 
the board. 

+1d6 

 
# D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 If the NP infantry has 2x or more of your 
number: 
 Half of their force, with the support 

weapon, will move to cover* to fire at 
you.    

 The other half will move to encircle your 
left (1 - 3) or right (4 - 6) flank. 

 
Otherwise: 
 Will advance to closer cover to fire at 

you.    
 If no cover will drop prone and fire at 

you. 
1 If the NP infantry has 2x or more of your 

number: 
 The force will advance directly at you 

with the support weapons firing if within 
LOS and range.  

 
Otherwise: 
 Will move to cover* to fire at you.   
 If no cover will drop prone and fire at 

you.  
0 All - 

 Will move to cover* to fire at you.  
 If no cover will move to nearest cover 

whether in their weapon range or not.   
* If already in cover and in range, will fire at you instead.  

 

 

 

 

 

NP INFANTRY
 

 

 

2           NP INFANTRY MOVEMENT - DEFEND

(Taken versus Rep) 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

If NP side has twice as many figures on 
the board. 

+1d6 

If NP is in cover. +1d6 
 

# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 If the NP infantry have 2x or more of your 
number: 
 Half of the force, with the support 

weapon, will move to cover* to fire at 
you.    

 The other half, if there is cover or 
concealment available, will move to 
encircle your left (1 - 3) or right (4 - 6) 
flank. 

 
Otherwise: 
 Will move to cover* to fire at you.    
 If no cover will drop prone and fire at 

you. 
1 All - 

 Will remain in cover to fire at you.  
 If no cover will drop prone and fire at 

you. 
0 All - 

 Will remain in cover to fire at you.  
 If in open will move to nearest cover 

whether in weapon range or not.   
* If already in cover and in range, will fire at you instead.  

 

2                   NP PATROL REACTION

(Taken versus Enemy Investment Level) 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

If NP side has twice as many figures on 
the board. 

+1d6 

 
# D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 Patrol takes cover and converts to a Defend 
Mission. If beat away enemy will revert to a 
Patrol Mission. 

1 Patrol takes cover and converts to a Defend 
Mission. If beat away enemy will withdraw 
from the table back the way they entered. 

0 Patrol converts into a fighting withdrawal 
moving from cover to cover until withdraw 
from the table back the way they entered.   
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NP INFANTRY
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NP INFANTRY
 

 

 

2           NP INFANTRY MOVEMENT - DEFEND

(Taken versus Rep) 
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# D6 
PASSED 

RESULT 

2 If the NP infantry have 2x or more of your 
number: 
 Half of the force, with the support 

weapon, will move to cover* to fire at 
you.    

 The other half, if there is cover or 
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2                   NP PATROL REACTION

(Taken versus Enemy Investment Level) 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

If NP side has twice as many figures on 
the board. 

+1d6 

 
# D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 Patrol takes cover and converts to a Defend 
Mission. If beat away enemy will revert to a 
Patrol Mission. 

1 Patrol takes cover and converts to a Defend 
Mission. If beat away enemy will withdraw 
from the table back the way they entered. 

0 Patrol converts into a fighting withdrawal 
moving from cover to cover until withdraw 
from the table back the way they entered.   

PEF stands for  
Possible Enemy 

Force. 
• Roll 1d6. The score indicates 
which numbered section of the 
table (page 59) will contain a 
PEF.
• Place an enemy figure or 
marker of any type in this sec-
tion of the board to represent 
the PEF. 
• If a terrain feature could block 
the LOS from your force to the 
PEF be sure to place the PEF in 
a manner that does so. 
• If no such feature is present 
then place the PEF in the center 
of that section. 
• Repeat this process until you 
have three PEFs placed on the 
board. 
• It is possible to have more than 
one PEF in the same section. 
• PEFs have a Rep of 4. 
• Once it has been resolved it is 
removed from the table. 

PEFs and Buildings
The first time coming within 
12” and LOS to a building a 
PEF is generated inside the 
building. Resolve it normally. 
If the PEF did not resolve as an 
enemy: 
• The first time the building is 
entered resolve a PEF using 
3d6, counting the lowest three 
results
• Resolve a PEF for each level 
of the building.

PEF Movement
PEFs move just like they were 
groups of enemy figures.
• When the enemy is active, 
start with the PEF farthest from 
any player group. 
• Roll 2d6 and compare the 
scores versus its Rep of 4. 
• Determine how many d6 were 
passed. 
• Consult the PEF Movement 
Table (upper left) and carry out 
the results. 
• Any contact that the PEF 
causes must be resolved prior to 
moving the next PEF, the next 
one farthest from any player 
group.
• PEFs do not suffer any terrain 
movement penalties.
• PEFs that have previously 
moved can still be Enemy De-
fensive Positions (page 66). 
This represents the uncertainty 
of their location and not actual 
movement. 

Resolving PEFS
When a player group and a PEF 
have a LOS it’s time to resolve 
the PEF. Here’s how PEFs are 
resolved: • Be sure that there is 
a valid LOS to the PEF.
PEFs in cover can be seen while 
those with cover between the 
tester and the PEF cannot. 
• Roll 2d6 versus the Enemy 
Investment Level and consult 
the PEF Resolution Table (2nd 
chart upper left). 
• Immediately carry out the re-
sult based on the number of d6 
passed.

Enemy Defensive 
Position
(See page 66; and for Non 
Played Enemy chart info)
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All figures firing in a group first nominate targets and resolve fire, then Received Fire tests are taken by any surviving targets. 
Hunker Down Recover Tests are done when active only. 

 

NUTS! Final Version Flow Chart for Ranged Combat 
by TonichNH 2009 revised JPB 10/20/2014 

                            Active                                                     In-Active 
 
  

Player figures and enemy who are eligible to roll “In Sight” do so.* 
 

                         
                                                                                                                        

 
 
Fire: nominate target figure/s, and allocate number of shots weapon has. 

 
 

 
    3-7 Miss                          8                             9                                          10+ Hit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Miss              Hit                     Miss             Hit 
           
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Pass 2D6                 Pass 1D6           Pass 0D6  

 
 
                                                                                            
                                      

 
 
                                                                                      Pass 2D6                          Pass 1D6                                                         Pass 0D6 

 

*   May use Leader Die 
** Out of Ammo occurs if 2+ 

“1” are rolled during 
shooting OR 3+ if dedicated 
loader 

Roll 1D6 for each shot then add the firing characters REP, and consult numerical result below. ** 

HIT 
Roll 1D6 for each hit. 
 
If score is “1” the target 
character is Obviously Dead.  
 
If score is equal to Impact or 
less, but not one, the figure is 
knocked down & Out Of the 
Fight! Badly wounded may 
not be activated for rest of 
game, cannot move without 
being carried or dragged.  
 
If score is higher than Impact 
of the weapon, the target 
figure is Knocked Down: and 
immediately takes Recover 
test.  
 

Received Fire Roll* 
Targeted figure controller Rolls 2D6: if roll/s are equal or lower than the figures 
REP, it has passed.  If roll/s are higher than REP, it has not passed.  

• Target in cover, fast 
moving, prone, second or 
higher target count miss. 

• Shooter fast moving or snap 
fired 

• All others hit 
 

 

• Target in cover or third or 
higher target count miss. 

• Shooter fast moving or snap 
fired 

• All others hit 

• OutGunned or unable to fire will Duck Back. 
• Others not OutGunned will Return Fire. 

• Figure will Snap Fire. 
• Outgunned and all others will Duck Back.   

 

All will Hunker Down. 

Prone, Carry On 
get up next activation OOF OD 

Man Down Test* 
Any Figure within 4” & LOS to a downed friendly fig take Man 
Down Test. Only if Downed Man has same or higher Rep than figs.   

Recover Test 

Charge if w/in 6” Duckback 

“In Sight” Check Winner 
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NUTS! Final Version Tank Combat Flow Chart by TonichNH 2009 revised JPB 10/2014 
 

In-Active        Active 
 
 

 

 
 

     Fire 
     

 
 
 

                                 Pass 0D6                               Pass 1D6                             Pass 2D6 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
                                                                                              Hit      
                

 
 

                       
  

 
        Pass 0D6         Pass 1D6                          . Pass 2d6                  Pass 0D6      Pass 1D6        Pass 2D6 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                                  
           
          
   

Opposed Tank Commanders take Vehicle In Sight Test Modifiers: -1d6  if buttoned up. 

Vehicle Ranged Combat Test 
Firing Main Gun roll 2D6 vs. aiming Gunners REP Modifiers –1 REP at over 48” 

 

Hit Target 
 If target hull 

down, hit 
turret.  

Otherwise, 
hull. 

• Miss if target or shooter Fast Moved, low silhouette vehicle or 
over 48”. 

• Hit if 48” or less, but random location. 
If target is vehicle = (1-2) Turret Hit, (3-6) Hit Hull or target hull down counts as 
missed instead. 
If target is building = (1-4) Hit 2” below target, (5) Hit 2” Left, (6) Hit 2” Right.   

 
 

 
MISS 

Vehicle Crisis Test 
Victim Tank Commander Rep Rolls 

2D6 
 

Penetration Table 
If the turret was hit add +1.  Roll 2D6 vs. Difference of 
APR to AR/ DV. 
Note: HE round rules, see NUTS FV page 55. 

• If round does not penetrate then vehicle 
takes Vehicle Crisis Test. 

• Building occupants must take an 
Infantry Crisis test.   

• Round disables the vehicle 
and each crewmember must 
take Infantry Recover Test 
next activation 

• Building area collapses and all 
take Infantry Recover Test.   

• Round penetrates the vehicle and 
all crew killed. 

• Building area under fire 
collapses and all inside area 
killed. 

• Surviving crewmembers must 
bail out.  

• Building Occupants exit next 
activation. 

All vehicles Hunker Down 

• Under gunned, empty chamber or 
unable to fire vehicles Duck Back. 

• If loaded, main weapon returns fire 
even if it must rotate turret. 

Vehicle In Sight Test winners 
The group winning the In Sight will now act, from highest Rep to Lowest DUCK BACK 

if cannot fire 

Don’t forget 
OverKills 

If vehicle is within 4” and LOS of friendly 
just destroyed vehicle, do Vehicle Crisis 
Test – Friend Brewed Up.  
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House Rules for Nuts! Final Version 
Version 1.0 

by Jeff Glasco 
 
1. For prone in a HE blast area, reduce the HE Impact of the attacking weapon by 2, then roll on 
the Ranged Combat Damage table for effects. 
 Discussion: This lessens but does not eliminate the chance for damage if prone. For example, 
a Rep 4 figure who is prone in the blast area of a grenade (HE impact value of 2) has 4/9 chance 
of not being out of the fight or dead (also a 5/9 or 55% chance of being killed or out of the fight). 
If the same figure was not prone, he would have a 70% of being killed our out of the fight.  
 
2. Prone figures in the open can be shot at by a standing enemy within 1" and not count as prone. 
 Discussion: If you run up next to a prone figure and are shooting down on him, he really 
should not get the prone advantage when you are right next to him. 
 
3. Prone figures may move 2". They may also attempt to fast move as per the rules. 
 Discussion: When I was an infantry officer, we did a lot of prone movement, getting up might 
get you shot. 
 
4. In the attack mission, the player should start with his squad and three rolls on the 
reinforcement chart for his starting forces. The defender (NP) should start with the normal 3  
PEFs. Both sides get +1 to their investment levels. 
 Discussion: If doing a deliberate attack, you get all of your forces up front then attack, but 
there is still the chance for some random reinforcements. 
 
5. In the defend mission, the player should start with his squad and two rolls on the 
reinforcement chart for his starting forces. The attacker (NP) should start with four rolls on the 
reinforcement chart. Both sides get +1 to their investment levels. 
 
6. In melee, a player may opt to fight to capture rather than kill his opponent. This is essential for 
those prisoner grab missions. To capture a prisoner, the enemy must be defeated in melee. If a 
figures wins by 2 or more successes, the enemy is subdued rather than killed. If the figure wins 
by 1 success, the enemy is OOF as normal. 
 Discussion: I got this from The Big Hurt, it makes taking a prisoner possible. 
 
7. Allow platoon leaders or platoon sergeants to activate his own group and any other groups 
under his command if the leaders of those groups are within 12" and LOS. The leadership dice of 
the platoon leader or platoon sergeants can only be applied to the group that he is with. Only one 
leader die can be applied to a group at a time, use the die of the leader with the highest rank. 
 Discussion: This is from Nuts! 2nd edition and allows the platoon leadership to do their real 
jobs; I know I was once an infantry platoon leader. 
 
8. Add the following modifiers to the number of dice rolled during an In Sight Check: 
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 *Enemy is Prone, including crawling = -1d6  
 Discussion: Prone or crawling figures are harder to see, even if in concealment. 
 *Enemy is camouflaged = - 1d6 
 Discussion: This means extensive camouflaged such as a sniper suit or fighting positions or 
in a building where the defender has a long time to camouflage his position. 
 
9. Add to Received Fire Test: Any figure within 4" and LOS to this figure will also take the test. 
Thus, even if a figure is not directly targeted, he can return fire against an enemy figure that shot 
at a figure within 4" of him. 
 Discussion: The new rules of only the figure fired on possibly returning fire just didn't work 
for me. 
 
10. Additional and revised Vehicles and Guns: 
 Discussion: These revisions make armored cars a bit more useful and add in some new stuff 
which might actually show up in a game. 
 
American Vehicles: 
Vehicle Front Side Top APR HE AA Hull Coaxial Speed Crew 
DUKW --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 20/8 2 
M8 Armored Car 1 1 2/OT 6 5/2 HMG --- MMG 28/16 4 
M20 Armored Car 1 1 2/OT None --- HMG --- --- 32/16 5 
 
 
German Vehicles: 
Vehicle Front Side Top APR HE AA Hull Coaxial Speed Crew 
234/1 Armored 
Car 

4 2 1/OT 5 
(ROF2) 

--- --- --- MMG 32/16 4 

234/2 Armored 
Car 

4 2 1/OT 9 5/2 --- --- MMG 32/16 4 

234/3 Armored 
Car 

4 2 1/OT 9* or 12 6/3 --- --- MMG 32/16 4 

234/4 Armored 
Car 

4 2 1/OT 10 5/3 --- --- MMG 32/16 ? 

222 Light 
Armored Car 

3 2 1/OT 5 
(ROF2) 

--- --- --- MMG 32/14 3 

 
Guns APR HE Crew DV Notes 
7.5 cm IG 9* 6/3 4 3 Light Gun 
15 cm IG 12* 12/4 6 3 Medium Gun 
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